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ABSTRACT

THE BALLAD OF MARY JANE. Orarch 2005)

Vicky Hayes, B.A., Berea College, Berea

M.A., Appalachian State University

Thesis Chairperson: Patricia Beaver

This thesis presents the creative and academic writing of Mary Jane Brooks in the

context of her history as a Pottertown resident and a 1983 graduate of the Appalachian

Studies master' s progran. The unpublished apllection of her work contained more than

four hundred pages of long fiction, short story, poetry, essay, a graduate thesis, and a

prison journal. As a collection, Brooks' writing shaped a vivid picture of a community

only a few miles from Appalachian State University, which offers the definitive master's

program in Appalachian Studies. Brooks was a native of the culture she was studrfug.

Beginning with her adolescent writing and following her academic and fiction writing

caieer, this literary biography provides a context for Brooks' work.

Analyzing Brooks' creative work provided insicht into the community where she

lived while she was a student. Pottertown, the home of her ancestors, provided Mary Jane

with a profound sense of place. Brooks studied and wrote about her mountain heritage,

identifiting social issues and their root causes.

The thesis explores the relationship of cultural studies to the students it serves. It

discusses the fomative years of a young writer and demonstrates how a particularly
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enriched and artistic environment can exist within an oral tradition. It discusses the role

of identity fomation in protecting Brooks from the harsh realities of her lifestyle: a

childhood marked by abandonment and a young adulthood marred by drugs and alcohol.

Despite all the impediments to her success, Brooks became an accomplished student, a

writer, and an advocate for her culture. The goal of this thesis is to present her life and

whting to the community.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis contains the selected writings and literary biography of my ffiend

Mary Jane. She liked to reinvent herself. She married several times, changing names and

identities often. She used the last names of Ellison, Butler, Woodard, Putzel, and Brooks.

Mary Jane earned a master's degree in Appalachian Studies, receiving it at about the time

she began to serve a ninety dayjail sentence for robbery in Caldwell County, North   .

Carolina. Mary Jane carded the thesis into the cell with her. I imaSne her thesis resting

beside the novels family members delivered to her cell in order to help her pass the time

in the Caldwell Jail. A framed copy of her degree hung dn a bathroom wall of her home,

papered with arrest warrants and court documents. That wall represented the overlapping

of two distinct worlds that Mary Jane inhabited.

Mary Jane died a tragic death at the age of 53. Following her funeral, Patricia

Beaver, her teacher and mentor at Appalachian State University, acquired Mary Jane' s

writing from Mary Jane's son, Jake Woodard. Mary Jane's stories about Tamarack or

Pottertown, as it cane to be known because of twb locally famous outlaws, are a

doorway to a very particular kind of place.

Pottertown, home of Mary Jane's ancestors, is locally known as a community

with a history of lawlessness. The elements of local color fiction, including moonshine,
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murder, and dramatic love stories and feuds were prevalent themes in her work Watauga

county is rich in mountain culture and redonal history. Appalachian State University

folklorists studied, documented, and supported the local Beach Mountain ballad and Jack

Tale traditions. Watauga County is the home of Arthel Doc Watson, an iconic American

roots musician, and is a reservoir of old time mountain music. Mary Jane's family

preserved a strong ballad and storytelling tradition as well.

Mary Jane added her own mountain myth-making to the history of Pottertowl] a

small community situated below the snake-back ridges of Irong Hope Mountain. Her

ancestors were thoucht to have owned a large tract of land on the Long Hope that was

later acquired by Vicks Chemical Company for botanical research exploration. This

mountain connected Pottertown and Meat Camp areas where several generations of Mary

Jane' s ancestors were documented in the Watauga County courthouse records.

Mary Jane and I were classmates in 1982 in the fledgling discipline of

Appalachian Studies. We were poets struggling to live a life in art in spite of the

difficulty of making a living at it. As blue collar intellectuals and the first generation to

attend college in our families, we were taught that education is the savior of the

Appalachian people. For Mary Jane, her time in college was a respite from drugs,

alcoholism and violence, and an opportunity for the intellectual development she longed

for as a reader and a writer.

This writing is in part about the relationship of Appalachian Studies to Mary

Jane's life. She was the first woman in her family to choose an educational path that

allowed her to explore her own cultural heritage while breaking the barriers of tradition.



As a project, it reflects my cultuie and interest in creative writing. This thesis builds upon

a project begun in 2000 by Pahicia Beaver and the graduate students of Anthropology

5120, a class focusing on a long-tern cultural study of the North Fork of the New River.

It relies upon Mary Jane's writing to tell her story and to develop the relationship

between sense of place, myth-making, and identity.



CHAPTER ONE
Moving to Tour

Mary Jane Brooks was born in a small furniture manufacturing town in north

western North Carolina, on the 22nd of June, 1946, to Ruby Ellison and Roy Butler. Mary

Jane's father was a factory worker from Wheaton, Tennessee, and her mother was a

waitress. Ruby Ellison divorced Mary Jane's father shortly after Mary Jane's birth and

married a second husband, Colden Crump. Mary Jane was named after her great aunt

Mary Kincaid, who was the keeper and transmitter of the Ellison family history and

culture, and the woman who welcomed the infant Mary Jane into her home in Lenoir.

Like her greataunt Mary Kincald, Mary Jane became the keeper of her family's oral

history, expanding and recording it in her short stories, poems and fiction. Her

undergraduate and her graduate work in Appalachian Studies was infomed by family

narrative, and motivated by her desire to create stories as healing medicine for herself and

her family.

Ruby Ellison, Mary Jane's mother, was one of seven children born to Jacob

Ellison and Vivian Snyder. Jake died young of "labor pneumonia" ®ossibly of

tuberculosis) as a result of working outdoors in the log woods. The Ellisons pressed

Vivian Snyder into distributing Ruby and the other children to Ellison falnily members.

Mary Kincaid, who lived down the mountain in Lenoir, took two of vivian Snyder



Ellison's children, Ruby and Clyde, into her home during their father's wake. Eventually,

Vivian's children were raised by the Ellisons (Woodard 2004), and finily stories indicate

that she becane estranged from her children. (The Snyders and Ellisons were feuding,

and the marriage between Vivian Snyder and Jacob Ellison took place in opposition to

the wishes of Jacob Ellison's family.) This pattern of dispersing children was established

by earlier generations and set the stage for future generations of children born to many

members of the Snyder and Ellison families.

Manufacturing work was available in Lenoir for those who were willing to leave

the harsh winters and seasonal employment in the log woods and mining enterprises of

the Blue RIdge and settle less than an hour's drive down the mountain. Althouch Mary

Jane never saw her matemal grandmother, Vivian Snyder Ellison, more than a few times

in her entire life, she often visited the Ellison finily members who remained in

Pottertown (Woodard 2004). Mary Kincaid and her niece Ruby Ellison never really "left"

the mountain. From Lenoir, the dramatic line of the Blue Ridge is visible to the west.

Ruby Ellison, "Granny" Mary; and Ruby' s children made frequent pilgrimages to

Pottertown to attend family reunions and to visit the homaplace of uncle William Ellison,

the last family patriarch to give up homesteading on the Long Hope (``Tamarack Tales"

2).

Thouch many of the Ellisons lived and worked in Lenoir, they clung to their

Watauga family heritage. They were mountain people. The migratory experience of Mary
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Jane' s ancestors represented the story of many Appalachian families who moved away

from sporadic rural eniployment into towns where they provided labor for the textile and

furniture manufacturing indusdies. The theme of traversing the plane from the traditional

to the modem is primary in Mary Jane's thesis, and it is alluded to often in her poetry and

fiction.

Ruby Ellison divorced her, first husband Roy Butler when her dauchter Mary Jane

was only a "suckin baby," Mary Jane's brother attests. Ruby married Colden Crump with

whom she had a lifelong passionate and volatile relationship. Ruby sent her dauchter to

Mary Kincaid's home where she remained until she was sixteen:

Mary Jane was just little bitty. She was breast feedin' and Mama would leave her

all nicht with Mary and Mary would feed her them sugar tits. Walked the floor

with her all nitht. Mary would tell me all this stuff. Mana didn't care nothin

about her. Didn't care much about none of us but she shore didn't care a thang

about poor little Mary Jane because she give her to Mary. Mary loved it; Mary

spoiled her rotten. She [Mary Jane] always carried resentment because she wasn't

included in the fanily, and she wasn',t. She had to ask if she could come stay the

nicht all nicht long and that was rare -ten times in sixteen years. . .  (Crump 2001)

It becanie tradition for the childless Mary Kincaid to raise the oldest child in each

of the families (Woodard 2004). Althouch children were very often not raised by their

birth mothers, they were encircled by a ticht network of kin and showered with love and

attention. Mary Kincaid and Ruby Crump helped to raise Mary Jane's dauchter, Caroline



Woodard; both of caroline' s dauchters were raised by grandparents. The departure of

children from their birth home became a theme of Mary Jane's life and her writing. Mary

Kincaid loved raising children and reared four generations of SnyderlEllison

descendants. When she died, she was doing what she loved best according to Caroline

Woodard-caring for Caroline' s youngest dauchter.

According to finily members, Mary Jane was raised in a Christian home, grew

up in the Church of Christ in I.enoir, and was sheltered and protected by Mary and Henry

Kincaid (Crump 2001, Woodard 2004). Ruby Crunp bore Colden a son and a dauchter

who remained in contact with Mary Jane and visited her often. The extended Ellison

family was large, and thouch many of them had left the mountain for one reason or

another, they stayed comected to their homaplace. Sometimes they got in trouble with

the law and migrated down the mountain. Mary Jane's ancestor, Henry Ellison,. moved

into the east Tennessee town of Mountaln City on the Tennessee side of the Long Hope

to avoid serving time for making illegal whiskey. Many of the Snyders, `inotorious

moonshiners," (Crawford 171) crossed the state line into Tennessee, went down into

Lenoir or up to West Jefferson. According to Watauga district attorney Jerry Wilson,

crossing over in to Tennessee remains a common means of avoiding prosecution today

Ovilson 2004).

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Snyders and the Ellisons

engaged in a variety of illegal activities. Prohibition tuned many mountaineers into

chminals. Previously, whiskey making was an imporfent part of trade, providing cash and



stimulating the economy. Local potters were engaged in producing the famous whiskey

jugs that appeared as the hillbilly icon in local color literature and in twentieth centLny

film. Ruby Ellison posed for a tourist photo taken at Magtie Valley, North Carolina, by

raising a demijohn to her lips. Women and men alike sold liquor on the mountain.

Sometines, a woman made her living throuch prostitution. Entries in the criminal

dockets in the 1800s list several charges of "keeping a bad house." Whiskey making

often led to violence and violence led to murder and displacement of families throuch

out-migration or fleeing the law. This was Mary Jane's heritage as it was lived in

Pottertown and remembered by Mary Kincald and Mary's mother Lizzy, who lived to be

a hundred and four.

The stories and ballads of the mountains in the Ellison family tradition, rich in

detail of how Mary Jane's ancestors worked hard and survived the harsh winters on the

Long Hope, kant the mountain alive in Lenoir and in Mary Jane's inaSnation:

For my stories I had to go to my Great Aunty Mary Kincaid, who is my `granny'

for all reasons and purposes. I ani very grateful to her for teachin me the art .of

living on practically nothing and never being ashamed to be poor . . .I want to

thank her for just being there when I was a child and rocking me to sleep with the

songs of Kings and Queens, tragedies and triumphs. ("Tamarack Tales" 4)

A dedicated student and a thouchtful student attending Valmead Grade School in

Lenoir, Mary Jane absorbed the storytelling tradition, wrote her first poem at eleven, and

began to write seriously when she was thirteen or fourteen. People in her familyjust
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naturally wrote things down. Her mother, Ruby Crump, who wrote songs, poems, and

letters, wrote on the walls of their finily get-away cabin in the mountains. Her uncle

Will Ellison was, like his father David Ellisch, a story teller and ballad singer. Mary

Jane's writing tradition grew out of the cadence of mountain ballads sung and stories told

to transmit history and entedain .children. This kind of intuitive knowledge of verse

structures and fictive rhyths acquired in early childhood development was essential to

helping Mary Jane become a skilled writer. Throuchout her life, Mary Jane wrote songs,

poems, short stories and long fiction about her ancestors and relatives living in

Pottertown. By the time she left school to marry at the age of sixteen, the family

bookwom was rigiv on course to becoming a writer. She was a slichtly overweigiv girl

with a beautiful smile and peaches and creani skin. She was her "Granny" Mary's "baby"

(Crunp 2001).

The schoolgivl grew into adolescence and fell in love, an expedence that would

both inform and inhibit her writing. She developed a passionate crush on her handsome

second cousin Roy Ellison, the son of Sam Ellison, and he becanie the love interest in

many of her stories. Ruby Crump, Roy's first cousin, was outraged by Mary Jane's

attachment to Roy; an outraged Ruby was a powerful adversary (Woodard 2002, Crump

2001, Kerce 2004). Ironically, althouch she did not raise her daughter, Ruby wielded the

power of a matriarch by becoming Mary Jane's best ffiend as well as her most fomidable

opponent in life. She forbade Mary Jane and Roy to court, althouch second cousin

marriage was not uncommon in the family. Along with the legacy of violence and

moonshining, such fahilial mariage practices added to the negative Pottertown stereotyp
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Mary Jane and Roy Ellison's love story was a Romeo and Juliet story. Descendants of

feuding families, they saw each other on the sly whenever Mary Jane was visiting family

in Watauga County. In a mountain voice, Jacob Crump told the story of Mary Jane and

Roy's ill fated love:

He was crazy over her but Mama went all to hell. Me and her [Mary Jane] would

sneak out to see Roy on the mountain of a night. That's her excuse for tagSn' me

along, was to meet Roy on the mountain. I'd go my separate way while they

talked . . . Charles told me she was crazy over Roy. Roy was a good lookin man

tod. Coal black hair and wavy. Mama absolutely went all to pieces. So she

married Charles on the rebound. She really didn't love Charles. She wanted to get

out of that. She wudn't but sixteen but she didn't want to stay down there [Lenoir]

anymore. She wanted up here [Meat Camp and Long Hope area]. She'd love to

marry Roy. God, she worshipped the ground he walked on. She loved him when

she died." (Crunp 2001)

Sixteen was a mariageable age and a romantic, nat.ve Mary Jane longed to be united with

her first true love.

Charles Woodard, a logger from Three Top Mountain, met Mary Jane at her

Uncle Will Ellison's and came courting. At the age of sixteen, Mary Jane married Charles

Woodard whom she had not dated and barely knew (Crump 2001, Woodard 2004). ``She

was building a tree house when she marred him. Cause Jake started crying wondering

who's going to finish the tree house. But daddy [Charles] told her it was too far to drive,

that he couldn't date her so she married and went to Three Top" (Woodard 2004).
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Migrating back up the mountain from Lenoir was a movement Mary Jane was to repeat

many times. It was not just a geographic movement, but a travel back in time, and back to

the history she had leaned at Mary Kincaid's knee.

Marriage to Charles cut short her education and her evolution as an artist, and it

out her off from her first love. Denied her mother's home as a child, and denied her first

love, she entered a traditional mountain marriage. From the ages of sixteen to twenty-

two, she gave birth to four children, David, Michael, Caroline and her youngest, Jake,

named after the half brother she loved.

Like many of the men in his family, Charles Woodard was a logger. In good

weather he went to work in the log woods in order to provide for his family, leaving

Mary Jane at home with the babies. The work in the home was difficult without the

lurury of convenience or disposable income. Mary Jane cared for the children, cleaned,

cooked, and canned food, but she began to long for a very different life than the one she

found as Charles Woodard's wife. Theirs was a traditional mountain marriage of the

sixties, but Mary Jane would prove herself at odds with tradition. During those early

years of marriage, Mary Jane had no money, no autonomy, and no social power to call

her our.

I guess I wrote about every day but I burned it all up so Mike [fictional name for

her husband] wouldn't see it . . . Shoot, he wouldn't let me get a license or take

birth control pills. Going back to school would have been a joke to him. I'd sent

off to that school, not even knowin why, except if I could use my head to write
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then maybe I could use `whtin to get out. Even then I knew I had to get out if I

ever did anything, except have babies and make gardens. ("Four Women" 271 )

I can only imatine that the stories featured her first love, the handsome and dark cousin

Roy whom she often deschbed; she was not eager for her husband to read them.

Mary Jane experienced a difficult transition from Grarmy Mary's darling child to

Charles' cloistered wife. She passed out of Mary's sheltered home and into motherhood

almost` ovemicht. She was a young mother in the 1960s without a driver's license, cash,

or birth control pills. The babies and the housework just kant coming. And on top of all

of that, she lived an isolated life on Three Top far from town on back roads that were

often inpassable in the winter. Winter along the high ridges is often a lonely exercise in

survival. The telephone was not a common link to the world. She treasured her trips to

Boone for supplies, a visit to Smithy's Dapartmeht Store, or the purchase of a book or

magazine. She immortalized her childhood fondness for Smithy's in a story titled ``The

Great Bargain Giver."

As the story is told by her brother and her dauchter, one day Mary Jane was

browsing in a store when she picked up a ljfe magazine and read about a commune. As

the story is retold by several family members, that magazine triggered her smoldering

desire for freedom. The world was changing for so many women during the 1960s, and

Mary Jane wanted to break from tradition and join them. She got to a telephone, called up

the people living in the commune, spun her story, and asked them to come to her rescue.

That event set her on a couse that would alter her life pemanently. Mary Jane would

reverse the typical description of the mountain wife created in the first half of the
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nineteenth century and described by Cratis Williams. ``She loved, honored, and obeyed,

innocent of any knowledge of the suffiage movement, and was deferential to her

husband, whom she referred to as `him,' as thouch it were his baptismal name" (Willians

333). Mary Jane was bent on becoming a liberated woman. She wanted to leave her

marriage, as her brother Jake illustrated.

She called `em and I talked to `em too. A guy coine in the middle of winter and he

stays in the woods for days waitin for her husband to leave so he can get her . . .

Charlie finally goes to work. She calls Spud, that's his nickname, Charles'

brother, cause he's got this Corvair cause the guy has come in on a plane, hitch

hiked or something . . . She loads all four younguns and takes the guy and lets

Mike out at the bottom of the mountain and tells him, go up to his grandparents.

He was just a little biddy fella. . . Charlie gets home and he goes to get the

younguns. He sits down in the floor and just squalls So I fess up and tell him she's

headin to Boston, Mass. And Mama and Mary mainly, says `twe're.gonna have to

find her." So they talked Spud into tahin out a warrant for her for stealin' the car.

They get'em in Virgiva somewhere and put em in jail. The younguns up there

aln't exactly locked up. Me and Charlie take off to get.her. We go up there but she

don't want to come back. He says, "1'11 just take the younguns and leave her" so

We take the younguns and go to the car. I bust out bawling and squalling and I

say, "you can't leave my sister up there" and go on. I'm crying like hell and I said

"let me use the phone," so Mama gets them on the phone and she says "you better
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bring Mary Jane back home with ya" so he goes back in there and talks her into

coming on. She comes, but she's not happy. (Crump 2001)

Mary Jane's daugivter Caroline observed that "Mama's mind went too far for

Three Top. There ain't just so much you can absorb on Three Top and once you've

absorbed it you gotta go somewhere else" (Woodard 2000). Mary Jane does not return to

Charles, despite the fact that he moves down to Lenoir where she is living near her

mother, swears he will give her more freedom, and begs her to come home. Mary Jane's

near escape with the mysterious stranger in the woods is the story of her realization that

she could seek a kind of personal freedom she had never experienced. She doesn't make

it to the commune in Boston, but she does jump headlong into the sixties sex, drugs, and

rock and roll scene, and foms her own "hippie" cormune at the "Hill House" in Lenoir.

There she participates in a national counterculture movement, practicing free love,

interpreting platonic love, and "expanding" her consciousness with drugs (Douglass

2004).

Her traditional home on Three Top, jurtaposed with the events that took place in

the Hill House, provided a suneal landscape. "Let freedom ring" was Mary Jane's motto.

The factory town of Lenoir rested at the foot of the Blue RIdge providing a kind of boom

town culture as a backdrop to hillbilly party culture. Mary Jane and her close friend Fran

Dou8lass remembered their years in the Hill House fondly. In Caldwell County it was

possible to move between honky tonk music and sixties rock at the same time. Both Mary

Jane and her mother inhabited the bar culture. Both like to sing and write songs. Ruby

took the honky tonk with a bottle in her hand, while Mary Jane danced to rock and roll,
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dropped acid, and shot up speed. The strands of the ballads and the early country classic

love songs collided with the driving beat of pink Floyd and The Rolling Stones.

Mountain and sixties counterculture merged in an often peaceful scene at Hill House,

according to Douglass. For both women, the period when they ruled Hill House, smoked

riot, practiced free love, and walked around naked much to the entertainment of the

business next door, comprised some of the best memories in their repertoire.

Ruby Ellison was at odds with the goings-on at Hill House, and in her typically

flamboyant style, drove by from time to time to shake things up, shooting her pistol

toward the trailer to roust `the hippies," and providing Mary Jane with both a role model

and her own personal protagonist. Ruby's role as a mother, it seemed, was conflicting.

Ruby drove away Mary Jane's first love, shot up the Hill House, and ultimately "evicted"

Mary Jane from her most stable home on Meat Calnp. Despite their disagreements, Mary

Jane expressed great love and affection for her mother, and memorialized that love in a

poem entitled "The Kind Privilege of Death":

For a tine she knew

She knew when my son lifted her

Lifted her like a child

And held her in his ams

While we changed her bed



We bathed her and changed her

She was our child now

And we want. We wart.

(20-27)
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CHAPTER TWO
The Adolescent Writer

•    As a young teenager, Mary Jane's writing was influenced by popular culture and

media. She wrote adolescent love stories set in `1ypical" mountain scenes. They are

raproductious of local color stories, a genre popularized in the late eighteen and early

nineteen hundreds, which drew upon a pallet of early mountaineer stereotypes. These

stereotypes included the illiterate, ineverent, oversexed, feuding, shooting, moonshiners

and beautiful, sexually alluring, submissive women. But Mary Jane broucht something

personal to the genre that most "traveling" local color writers could not. She drew from a

wealth of family narratives which included real life incidents of murder, suicide,

moonshining and illicit love. Perhaps some of the stories were too close to home, because

she left out any sketches of the Hill House, or explicit details of her mother's many

violent escapades.

Before she was sixteen, Mary Jane permed a seventy-four page romance novelette

entitled `The Love That Wouldn't Die." Craftily, she used the mechanism of a reporter

doing an interview to create the set for the narrative.

I ant a reporter. After I get the news, I like to follow up on my story. I did a story

on a car accident. A young boy, Kelly Snyder was killed. After I did my job, I

went to the boy's room. I got a key and went in. I looked

18
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throuch his papers and found some letters. All from one woman. A married

woman. hdrs. Ron Snyder. I decided to go and see ivtrs. Snyder, take her his

papers and personal things. I found she lived in a small mountain town in North

Carolina. I went there and found a story I'm sure anyone would want to read. (1 )

"The Love That Wouldn't Die" was penned by "The Scarlet Angel," a

pseudonym Mary Jane considered as she worked toward a complete manuscript and a

career in publishing romance novels. She toyed with the titles `You'll I.ove Me Later"

and "Though I.ove Has My Heart." This novella involves sexual passion within a

foursome. Her primary love interest was patterned after her beloved cousin Roy, her first

true love. The novelette is very readable, has good structure and plot, is effective at

deschption, and is successful at keeping the reader's interest. Her understanding of fom,

plot movement, and keeping in voice is exceptional for such a young writer.

The subject matter is adult, involving spouse abuse and unwed pregnancy. Upon

returning to the home of an old lover, the main character discovered that her fomer lover

had married poorly. His house is a wreck and his two children are cared for by a

negligent wife who is conveniently swept out of the way to make room for Rom's fomer

lover to become the next Ms. Ron Snyder. She cleans up the house, bathes the children,

and makes love to Ron, whose main pastime is drinking. I,ove and peace ensue in the

household where the two lovers are reunited, but not for long. The new Mrs. Ron Snyder

becomes pregnant, and her husband suspects she has been sleeping with his brother

Kelly.
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Kelly tries to seduce Ms. Snyder, and he also impregnates a young givl in the

community named Hazel. h turn, the new ivfrs. Snyder suspects Ron has been sleeping

with the very young Hazel. It seems the characters glory in making one anotherjealous to

the point of violence. This jealousy dominates the action of the romance genre, and turns

love affairs into full throttle action. These characters express one of the mountaineer's

most well known literary traits. As a part of his staunch individualism, the fictional

mountaineer temper was quick to flare `teckless of consequence" (Willians 329) when

he considered an injustice was done him. Emotional and violent, the mountaineer

porhayed in `The Love that Wouldn't Die" carried these elements into his marital

relationships. Ron accuses his pregnant wife of cheating. Whose baby is it, he wants to

know?

Unable to stop myself, I slapped him full in the face. That was my first mistake. I

hardly saw his fist he swung so fast. I come to lying on the floor. I slowly raised

up and stood, propped up by the table. I saw the broom and grasp it and swung it

as hard as I could. That was my second mistake. I saw his fist and tuned to rLm. I

got to the bedroom before he caucht me. He shoved me on the bed and leaned

over me. He began to slap me back and forth through the face. I screanied and

screamed until he put his hand over my mouth. "Are you afraid of me, he asked?

Are you going to hit me anymore?" `No, I sobbed. I won't hit you and I'm afraid

of you. I an Ron. (15)
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In Mary Jane's stories, romances are both fed and destroyed byjealousy and violence. In

this romance, the setting is a poorly run home with neglected children. Mountain family

values are included in this love free-for-all. It is important to the "heroine" that the

children are clean and fed and that the pregnant Hazel has help during childbirth. In this

romance, the main female character has been to school and done well, and she is appalled

at the home life shared by Ron and his wife. and children.

Mary Jane's romance novels were fueled by the examples of the mature women

sunounding her, especially by Ruby. In a letter to Colden, Ruby sets the stage for

desperate, wasted love. Following are some of the sixteen reasons why Ruby says she is

through with Colden forever. The letter reveals the depths of Ruby's despair, her

effective writing ability, and her grasp of drama.

What a shame to throw my life away on you and for nothing. . . only for you and

your whores. But you see now I know I don't love you anymore. But I was stupid

enouch to live with you on your terns.

9. Not sleep together

10. Not go anywhere with me

1 1 . Not buy me anything

12. Not dve me any money

1 3 . Not even keep the spring running

14. Not mow yard or do anything

15. Let you go off and stay as long as you wanted to at whore houses
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16. Then come on back home when you get ready and me not ask any questions

about where you'd been or what you'd done. You thoucht I should be happy. . .not

mad and I've played your gane all this time. But no more. You know I told you if

you ever left again you could just stay. But you left you came back like nothing

had happened. Good for you. I'm throuch. . .you can't believe it. . .and I don't

blame you for if I could ever have been that mean which I could not. . .no way

could I ever do anybody like that richt in front of them. . .The thing for you to do

is for you to stay where you can sleep. But if you have got a conscience or a heat

you'1l never sleep another nicht. . .I told you that you will cry and cry like I have

done so many years. You said Hell no. . . never. You will. . .in fact you'll lose your

mind when you wake up and find out its real and that you have lost me forever.

Good Bye. The saddest word in history besides death and that's final too.

("Letters" 1)

Jake Crump, Ruby's son, noted that "When she'd [Ruby] get drunk, she'd write

about daddy .... He slept in the woods half the tine. She'd run him off all the time. She

always wrote mean stuff. Always accusing him of going out with her sister. He never did.

Didn't have time. He was too busy keeping her up. She was out runnin the roads" (Crump

2001). Ruby's bravado, her sense of being desperately wronged by her Colden, infoms

Mary Jane's series of short stories often played out in settings populated by moonshine

stills.
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Patterning her relationships after Ruby's, Mary Jane' s many passionate

relationships t`med dangerously violent. In Mary Jane' s early fiction, she continued the

tradition of the whiskey making and love triantles. In the introduction to her family

history, ``Tamarack Tales," Mary Jane wrote:  "For over two hundred years, my people,

my dear brave strong ancestors have been living in the mountains, and had to ficht `her'

for a meager living from the rocky soil. These beautiful, educated, sometimes cruel

people who are one with the land .... " ("Tanarack Tales" 1) Her first stories, written in

her teem years, naturally glorify the culture and downplay the "savagely' which was at

the controversy that characterized early local color fiction. "Beautiful, educated, and

sometimes cruel" is a complete stock character. Were local color whters making all of

this stuff up in order to sell books? Or did this phrase have the ring of truth?

In 1958, "Thunder Road" played in drive-in theatres across the country. Written

and directed by Robert Mitchum and based on a North Carolina newspaper account, this

story of a fearless moonshine runner was immensely popular in the South, as popular as

the 1970's story of race car driver Junior Johnson in the film version of  "Last American

Hero." `Thunder Road" made the rounds at drive-ius for the next ten years. The movie

was a comment on how the mountaineer was at odds with the law and mainstream

culture. The story of moonshining was not new in the fifties. Mary Jane could write about

something she knew intimately from family stories. She had uncles and grandparents on

both sides of her family who were arrested for moonshining and she could choose from a
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personal cast of stereotypical characters. Her ancestors were caugiv up in the

`tyrohfoition fever" that infused the Appalachian hills with fiederal agents :

These hcavily amed teams of local and national peace officers traversed hill and

mountain in a neverLending campaign to destroy the stills and to arrest their

operators. Thousands of mountaineers were arrested, tried and convicted in the

Federal courts, and hundreds of them were sent in chartered rallrond cars to the

Federal penitentiaries at Atlanta and Leavenworth. So great was the number that

the United States District Judges were compelled to probate most of them .... "

(Cfaudill 1 54)

In her short story `Sanmy' written when she was fourteen, the crazy daredevil

Sani Potter outwits the law and brings home the much needed cash by hauling whiskey.

`Dark eyed and dark hatred [descended from Cherokee] and Oh, to be Sam Potter's girl."

Sani is modeled after Roy and influenced by Mitchum's hero. Mary Jane's infatuation

with hin is so complete that following her separation from her husband she ran to Roy's

ams; he may have been the reason she did not return to her husband.

Sanmy is also the name of the heroine in Harold Bell Wricht's well known local

color novel and movie, The Shet]herd of the Hills. Starring John Wayne and his dark

leading lady, Betty Field, the movie includes the theme of mconshining, blood feuds,

star-crossed lovers, and fear and rejection of the "stranger." Fear of the outsider is a main

theme in much local color literature. This 1941 production was nationally popular and

like `Thunder Road" would have been well 1mown in the mountains.
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Young as she was when she penned "Sammy," Mary Jane pulls off the

complicated structures of plot and character development. When Sammy refuses to let

Laurie go with hin on a nigivme liquor run, Laurie suspects hin of cheating on her, and

sets out to seek the woman who `thas left cheap perfume on his shirt." This obsessive

jealousy became a theme of Mary Jane's writing and her relationships. The belief that

love is worth fichting and dying for is a tried and tnre literary theme, and the men and

women in Mary Jane's family internalized this belief. Shakespeare would play well in

Pottertown where Ruby and Mary Jane infused love with the power over life and death.

"Sammy" created a culture of moonshine runners and dashing heroes and memorialized

the mythic or real outlaw youth who would become the focus of Mary Jane's love.

Sam pressed hard on the gas pedal and sent a glance over his shoulder. He

lauched. The cops were nowhere in sicht. He sped on throuch the nicht fairly

flying over the Crooked road. He felt good. He always did. When he played with

death like this he always won. No headlights gave sign of his black '55 Chevy. He

knew this road from Mountain City maybe good enough to drive it with his eyes

closed. He felt in his shift pocket. The money felt good in his hands. $400.00.

`"This had been a good run" he told hinself. (1)

By the age of fourteen, Mary Jane's elevation of lawlessness, love and betrayal

are established in her fiction and infomed by the real life drana of her mother Ruby and

a large cast of law breaking uncles and aunts. The character in this story is named after
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her Uncle Sam, and his son Roy is the objeet of her love. Sam Ellison appears in the

criminal record as having killed two men.

h "Sammy' the female character refuses the sexual advances of her lover and

this sends him into the anns of another woman. The young givl wrecks her car driving

home from the "other woman's" den. All works out well in the end but she will not make

the mistake of withholding her love again.

You don't ever give up do you Sanimy," she asked. `No," he whispered, starting

to kiss her again. She placed her fingertips on his lips. "We have to go darling,"

she told hin, standing up. `No," he said half-mad and half-tickled. He grabbed

her hand and jerked her down on his lap. She pushed against his chest and opened

her mouth to speck but his kiss put her off. He finally released her shakily. She

trembled as she said "Salrmiy, I love you. Always." He gave the sane response he

always did,. "Prove it." He never said I love you. (2)

Sammy's character reappears in "Scout by Scarlet Angel." Again, a mountaineer

goes against the odds in this Civil War love story. The border between North Carolina

and east Tennessee where Mary Jane's ancestors lived was the site of much contention,

murder and displacement during the war. In this story when her lover says "prove it . . . let

me know what your love is really like" the female character does not hesitate. Like the

whiskey making, the love triangles, and the shooting, the war infoms plot and character

development. The Civil War tore apart families on both sides of the mountain range.
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"Making Whiskey" is written in dialect in the tradition of much local color

fiction. Mary Jane refers to her family history in this brief factual essay:

Several years ago back in the Blue RIdge Mountains, there lived a finily

called by the name of Ellison. There are many funny and some less comical things

that happened to them. The finily headed by Dave and Victoria had children,

Don, Will, Jake, Eaf, Pink, Mary, Tempy, Sani and Hazel, in that order. I don't

know the small details but 1'11 try to fill theni in as I think they were. The first of

these incidents is called "Granny' s Clothes"

It seemed that Dave Ellison wasn't satisfied with the good things he had.

He wanted a little more so he decided to make a run or two of whiskey. He said it

was for the flu epidemic going around, but that's still to be known for sure. Any

way, Jake, one of Dave's boys being afraid of the law, came upon an idea to

disguise himself. He finally decided to get his granny's clothes and wear them. A

few days later, very late one nicht the Ellison bunch were making a run. Now a

certain person, Steelie Snyder, was snooping around throuch the woods, coon

hunting he said, and come upon the mountain men. Steelie, for no reason at all,

swore out a warrant on my ancestors. He said Dave, one of his young boys, and

Vicky were making whiskey. He was sure about Vick because he saw her in the

firelicht. Well, word got around and Granny found out. She went directly to

Steelie, and boy did he get his. Granny, usually a quiet person, went all out. She

used profanities hard and fast. She's quoted as saying, "If you go to Boone and
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swear I was making liquor, 1'11 shoot you." Not wanting to get mixed up with the

authorities, my folks moved directly to Mountain City Tennessee. ("Untitled

Short Story 9")

"Making Whiskey" is written in dialect and patterned after a real life character

mentioned in historical monographs. The Snyders were notorious for their involvement in

intricate political and legal relationships surounding the whiskey trade on the North Fork

of the New River (Crawford 171 ).

"Birchie, and me and you, Lee is gonna shoot that old buzzard if he finds our still

up there." When Leeland seems reluctant to go gunning, Jonnie calls hin a coward. "She

is not unlike women in the Snyder finily known for their meanness. Jonnie has a gun

and plenty of nerve, more than most men apparently (1).

In "Making Whiskey," her female character becomes fully empowered, a givl who

`ininded her folks out of old fashioned respect and love, but nobody told her what to do"

(1). The passive female, who populates much local color fiction and who pines for an

exotic stranger to save her, is transfomed by Mary Jane into a powerful figure. In

general, modem writers engaging in local color elements focus on transfomation and

empowement. In this story, which Mary Jane planned to extend into long fiction, two

men are in love with Jonnie and she must choose. (The three are united by the daily

operation of the still to earn income.) Leeland saves money for a get-a-way to Maryland

where `ino one will look down on them or call them hicks or laugh because they were
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poor" (3). This expresses Mary Jane's feelings about her financial and her social

position. She possessed none of the middle class advantages. She never hoped to.

At fourteen, Mary Jane was utilizing redonal dialogue and interpreting and

dooumenting her culture. While I was busy writing fomal love poems and songs by

minicking the British tradition, Mary Jane had made a fast start out of the fiction whting

gate. She was writing about domestic violence and betrayal, not wedding gowns. Her

actual infomal wedding at sixteen was followed by a visit at the local country store for a

`bop and a cake" and then a drive up the mountain to Three Top. She had seen bitter and

violent love in action in her mother's marriage to Colden Crump, a `telationship that

ended the saddest word in history besides death and that's final too," Ruby wrote

("Letters" 1).

hfluences from family history and local color fiction combined with Mary Jane's

understanding of mass media and its hunger for the hillbilly motif to contribute to the

subject matter and tone of her poems and short stories. She was writing what she knew

and she was following a long standing tradition of local color writers who had paved the

way before her. She was preserving the inage of the mountaineer described by the fictive

accounts documented in Cratis Willialn' s dissertation, `The Southern Mountaineer in

Fact and Fiction." The historical image did not mesh totally with the reality of her life

experience. She was a mountain woman in transition, and that transition shaped a

dramatic and conflicting reality.
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Cratis Williams describes the process wherchy local color fiction writing

transfomed the image of the southern mountaineer:

From the point of view of the social observer, the mountaineer historically

conceived  has fallen ignominiously from the proud position he occupied as a type

of intelligent and resourceful Scotch-hish pioneer, disdainful of servitude, jealous

of his freedom and individuality, generous and leisurely but thrifty down to about

1 840 throuch a century marked by growing poverty, increasing ignorance,

physical and moral degradation, and decay of self-respect until at about the time

•   ofwchd War 11 he is hardly identifial>le as the mountaineer of old but is, in the

main, undifferentiated from such socio-economic groups as the poor wliites and

the Oakies. . . At least `Thllbilly," which was originally the mane given to poor

whites from the sand hills of Alabama, is applicable to him too. (Williams 177)

I.ocal color fiction traveled from the late seventeen hundreds to the twenty first

ccentury and influenced contemporary fiction writers like Lee Smith, Sharon Mccrunb,

RobertMongan, and many others, all of whom,like Mary Jane, were early participants in

the Hindman Settlement School Appalachian Writer' s Conference ("Four Women" 271 ).

Mary Jane participated in a movement that may be one of the largest and most critically

ignored by other writing movements in the western literary canon in the history of

American fiction, according to rerional scholars like Cratis Willianis who meticulously

documentedthismovementinThesouthemMountaineerinFactandFiction.Jimwayne

Miller, poet and rerional literary critic, further developed this concept in his essay
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`Tcople Waking Up" used to introduce chapters of willians' thesis reprinted by the

Acoalachian Journal Odiller 1989).

Mary Jane was exploring her own skill as a writer within a genre popularized in

the mass media. Many modem day southern mountain writers work in an updated and

infomed version of the local color genre. I,ee Smith, a nationally popular regional writer,

studied the local color romance and used it to sot subject matter, tone, plot formation and

character in Oral Historv. These early local color characters born in the sixteen and

seventeen hundreds were identified, analyzed, and intricately compared and contrasted in

Williams' The Southern Mountaineer in Fact and Fiction.



CHAPTER THREE
Emerging from an Oral Tradition

Mary Jane's first literary experiences were the ballads and the stories she heard at

Mary Kincaid's knee. The oral tradition is strong in the early Ellison family history. On

Beech Mountain, the Jack Tales and the old ballads were being collected. Ballads were

sung and stories were told in Pottertown as well. Due to the outstanding nature of the

stories of murders in Pottertown, the murder ballads prevailed. Mary Jane passed on this

oral tradition to dauchter Caroline who is now the keeper of many of the stories. Mary

Jane's recounted the tales of violence as well as fanily stories of life on the mountain.

Bessie Eldreth, a ghost teller from Meat Camp, mixed song and story in perfomance,

choosing murder ballads and tales of men who approached young girls. Mary Jane

experienced`the rich ballad tradition cherished in the Ellison family and incorporated it

into her storytelling, making sure that her children and grandchildren would inherit the

na"tives.

The singing of the ballads imparted an innate sense of narrative construction to

the young Mary Jane. Both she and her mother used this skill in poeprs, songs, and

fiction. "The Ballad of Frankie Silvers" stands out in her memory because her Granny

Mary Kincaid would sing the ballad to Mary Jane, her sister Rebecca, and her little

brother Jake. In 1831, Francis Stewart Silver reportedly murdered her sleeping husband

32
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and was the only woman hung after North Carolina gained statehood. Mary Jane

recalled the part of the perfomance that she and her siblings always keenly anticipate:

`the best part, where Granny Kincaid had seen Frankie's feet handing down below the

crude boards covering the gallows; then how she had kicked about, struggling and dying"

(``Ballad Tradition" 9).

As a child I heard many ballad songs at my granny's knee. Some of my favorites

and certainly best remembered were the gory murder ballads of mountain folk in

North Carolina. Many of these songs were sung by my great grandparents around

the fire at nigiv to entertain and give a person a lesson in morality. People could

sit in the security of their homes and feel the absolutely delicious chill of horror at

the sinSng of songs and the discussions about the events the songs were based on.

Quite often a family member would know someone related to the murderous

event or have been to the trial or hanging. A grandmother of my great uncle

Henry Kincaid was present at the hanging of Frankie Silvers.

Grandma Sanders on my Mania's side of the family attended the trial of

Tom Dula. The dauchter of Lillie Shaw's murderer did my grandfather Ellison's

laundry for some tine and would sing the ballad for her. Tis was during the

twenties when they lived in Mountain City Tennessee. My grandma Ellison talks

about how her mother would go about her housework singing the "Pearly Bryan"

ballad. As a child I had no idea who poor Ellen Smith was but I enjoyed the sound

of the first two lines of one version of the song and would go about singing "Poor
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ground„

These murder ballads appealed to that part of me that wanted to be scared

out of my wits, and the real moumful tunes reminded me of hidden coves and

hollows where the wind moaned and cried and innocent, tusting girls lost their

lives. I was always saddened that.there was no one to weep and just little birds to

moum Pretty Polly's death.

The songs were always somewhat alike probably all being based on the

typical murder ballad "The Windford Girl." The ballad fomula usually followed

a pattern and they were made up by some local singer during the hichly emotional

times just after the murder or during the trial. The girls were usually beautiful,

innocent and tnisting as was "Omi Wise. . ." (2-3)
I

These ballads acquire an even greater significance in a retrospective of Mary Jane's life.

They provided themes for her writing, literary models, and warnings of trials to come,

and they were pertinent to her own experiences with love. There may be a point in which

the mythology the ballads transmitted contributed to her idea of traric love. The question

of tradition's dual role, hQw it hams or heals, is central to our understanding of Mary

Jane's death. Her culture was the source of both her strength and her wealmess.

Mary Jane recalled that when "Granny" Mary had finished singing her the ballad

she would say "See, no one wants a bad givl." Mary Jane was well aware of murder

ballads that specified particular crimes where young pregnant givls were killed and their
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deaths not avenged. She noted that murder victim Stella Kenney was living with an

uncle when she was impregnated and a bloody hatchet was found in the uncle's buggy.

Frazier, the convicted man, was pardoned by the governor (6). Murder is still a major

killer of pregnant women today; the ballads must have taken on a serious tone in areas

where murderers were known. In PottertowlL there was danger for nat.ve young givls who

did not heed the warnings offered by the ballads. The setting for Mary Kincaid's ballads

was the natural context for the mountain ballad; she sang them to teach and to entertain.

Often in the ballads, the burden for remaining `bure" was placed on the shoulders of the

young girls. Don't be seduced, they waned. One of her own songs, "Two Lane Woman

on a Four Lane Road," is the story of a woman who settles for love with a manded man

and turns to the bottle for comfort.

In one of her most poignant short stories, Mary Jane describes the setting for the

sindng of "The Three Babes," a ballad that has particular significance in Mary Jane's

finily history. This story tells how Marir Jane's mother Ruby was given away to a

childless aunt upon the early death of her father, Jake Ellison. The "Song Giver"

introduces us to the context of the ballads sung within her faniily tradition. No song could

address the loss suffered by Ruby and Mary Jane more effectively than "The Three

Babes," (Song Giver 3) the tale of three small children sent away from their mother only

to wind up meeting an unhappy fate.

Little Ruby not only lost her father early to lung disease, she was talken from her

mother and carried down the mountain to live in Lenoir. Mary Jane made a notation in
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the mardn of "The Song Giver." She penned: "She [Ruby] never got over her mama

giving her away. If your own mania don't love you who can?" (1). Abandonment is a

theme in Mary Jane's collection. The story of "The Song Giver" is set on the Long Hope

Mountain in the hours after Jake Ellison's death. This story is of primary value in Mary

Jane's work because it introduces the theme of abandonment and details how fanilies

were often broken up by the death of a spouse. Faced with the decision to let one of the

drls go, either little Fen or Ruby, Ruby's mother decides to send Ruby to Ma Mary.

Rubyhassolittletopackthatshetravelslichtlyandimmediatelythrou8hthewoodswith

only her two little dresses wrapped in a paper bag. This scene details the economic

situationinVivianandJckeEllison'shousehold."Ruby'stw6dresseswereputinapaper

bag and her hair combed and her face washed. She had neither shoes nor other clothes to

pack." Her sister Fen objects saving that Ruby can't go because "she ain't got no

drawers" (8).

The ballad becomes representative of the story of the three babies given away at

birth; three generations of Ellison children who were sent away from their mothers. This

tradition of separation dves greater meaning and purpose to the ballad used to comfort

little Ruby as she is taken away wearing from her home, not even given time to grieve

with her sister Fen and brother Clyde.

Little Ruby is not allowed in to see her father or mother in this powerful scene

told from a child's viewpoint:
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They'd kept her out of the house, her and Clyde and the little younguns. She'd

heard mom screanin' and crvin' and wanted to gb inside to see what was wrong

but old hateful Sairy Snyder has blocked her way. Sairy, with Glen and the baby.

on her hip got Clyde, the oldest boy by the shoulder and pushed him out the door

ahead of her with him pushin to get back in. "Let me in there, Aunt Sairy," he

hollered, "somethins' wrong with dad. You let me in there." (1 )

Clyde finds out that his father has died and runs out to the woods where Sairy has taken

Ruby. He tells her "dad's dead." Ruby is not old enouch to fully understand what that

means. The children meet members of the Ellison family coming up the hill. Lizzie, the

dauchter of uncle Will, comes to take Ruby to their home on Ole Lonesome. Lizzie

Ellison sings "The Three Babes," which she has leanied from her grandfather, David

Ellison:

"Dad's dead" she [Ruby] whispered. "Oh, Lordy," thoucht Lizzie. "I can't stand

to see the poor little thing cry. 1'11 carry you on my back if you let me." Lizzie

offered, but still Ruby shook her bowed head and more tears fell on her hand and

rolled on the ground. "Oh, Lordy, Honey, don't cry," Lizzie begged. "Uncle

Jake's gone to heaven and lots of people die, all the time. 'Remember the Three

Little Babes? 1'11 sing that for you if you'11 hush crying." Ruby nodded yes and

relieved, Lizzie began to sing the old song she learned from Grandpa David, a

song about a lady bride sending her three little babes to the North Country where
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they died. The song was sad but it was Ruby's favorite and she stood up after

Lizzie finished and together they climbed Ole Lonesome. (7)

"The Song Givep' conveys a family history of the death of Jake Ellison. It

delivers the emotional impact this death imposed on Jake and Vivian's children. The ill

feelings between the Snyders and Ellison are manifest in this death. The Ellisons insisted

that Vivian was unfit to raise her children. The Ellisons also believed that Vivian worked

her husband to death.

In the powerful Child ballad, the children's departure from their mother ended in

their death. Even as ghosts they could not forgive their mother for slichting them.

Three Little Babes

There was a knicht and a lady bride

And children she had three

She sent them off to the North Country

For to lean their grammery

For to lean their grammery

They hadn't been gone but a very short while

Scarce three months and one day

When death swept over that whole land

And swept those babes away

And swept those babes away

She placed a table before them
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Spread over with bread and wine

Said come and eat my three little babes

Come eat and drink of wine

Come eat and drink of wine

I will not eat your bread mama

Nor will I drink your wine

For in the moming at the break of day

Our savior we must jine

Our savior we must jine.

She made them a bed in the back most room

Spread over with clean sheets

And over that spread a linen cloth

For to give them better sleep

For to dve theni better sleep

Take it off, take it off, said the oldest one

Take if off I said again

For woe, woe be to this wicked world

So long since pride began

So long since pride began

("Tanarack Tales" 23 )
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Mary Kincaid and Uncle Will Ellison were the primary transmitters of the family ballad

tradition. Mary Jane wrote that Will's dauchter Lizzie "gave" this version of the ballad to

her, that she wrote the words down in order to learn it accurately and sang it repeatedly to

get the tune richt.

Living in Granny Mary's household planted the seed of oreativity in Mary Jane.

Visiting the mountains and hearing the stories and ballads gave her inspiration. Mary

Jane could attend school, grow up in a sheltchng home, and have time to be a playful and

creative child. She wrote that one of her earliest memories was dictating letters for

Granny Mary to write down.

Before I could write myself, when I was just four or five years old, I'd have

granny write down things I'd say. I'd tell her what to put in letters and I'd write to

Tarzan and Margaret Truman. I thoucht she mailed them too. I used to ask

Margaret Truman for her clothes and I wanted Tarzan to come and see me.

Granny and Grandpa helped raise me and I was a good quiet child. I guess I did

all my living through my writin' (`1mtitled short story 5" 1).

Mary Jane did not spend her childhood on the mountain immersed in the violent

generational tumoil of the Snyders and Ellisons, or in Lenoir caucht up in her mother

Ruby's dramatic existence with Colden, but she witnessed both first hand. This distance

allowed her an enriched environment. A tradition of oral song and narrative combined

with the nurturing of Mary and Henry Kincaid to produce an artist child. Mary Jane was a

natural writer.
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Bobby MCMillan, local balladeer and storyteller and author of The Ballad of

Frankie Silver, knew Mary Jane and observed that the strong writing and storytelling

traditions in the mountains grew out of ``a little romanticism and a Celtic heritage that

was half in this world and half in the next" OrfcMillan 2004). Mary Jane's coming to art

was typical of the experience of many reSonal writers. Children who apent a great deal

of time in the natural world and being entertained by oral tradition came to possess the

tools of literature, music, or art leaned throuch observation. Naturally, Mary Jane

gravitated toward reading novels, poetry, and short stories for entertainment, and trying

her hand at Creation. Television had not taken over the entertainment in the home while

Mary Jane was a young child in Mary and Henry Kincaid's household.



CHAPTER FOUR
Academic Writing

"The Divided Life"

I guess  I'd never had gone any further in School if Ms. Bishop hadn't sent that

paper I did on mountain folks up to the University. Boy, I just broke down. and

cried when I got the letter from the Special Assistant to the Dean. He encouraged

me to go on to school, and then when I found out there was a field of study all

about mountain folks; well, that just put the icing on the cake. I was ready and

rarin' to go. (14)

Mary Jane came into a very specialized academic curriculum in 1 979 when she

transfemed to Appalachian State University' s Appalachian Studies Program as an

undergraduate. She spent two years at Caldwell Community College in Lenoir, four years

at ASU completing her undergraduate degree, and another four earning her masters - a

total of ten years. She studied the history, culture, folklore, politics, sociology, and

anthropology of mountain people in the eastern United States. Alongside her fieldwork in

partnership with Patricia Beaver, Director of the masters prograni in Appalachian

Studies, Mary Jane produced a body of academic writing centered on her family history

and folklore, and discussed the importance of family in the development of the individual

42
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strug8lng to survive transition into modem life. This theme was the subject of her poetry

as well, as it was for so many mountain poets sprinring up in the hills during the

seventies and eigivies.

Mary Jane was seeking ethnic redemption throuch academic community. She was

the first woman in eicht generations of women in her family to attend college (Wrye 20).

Other cultural studies, including Black studies, Cherokee studies, and women' s and

gender studies,  reveal social injustices and provide a redemptive process. The founding

and evolution of the Appalachian Studies prograni exemplifies a unique fom of

academic truth seeking. The story of the Appalachian Studies Center at Appalachian

State University can be viewed in an intimate way throuch the lens of Mary Jane's life.

When prospective student Mary Jane Brooks came to the Center's cofounder and

director, Patricia Beaver, in the early 80s, she cane bearing " `Taniarack Tales' " and a

confession" (Beaver 2003). Mary Jane had heard that ASU was offding a curriculuni in

local culture. She saw a chance to advance the cause of mountain people and embraced it.

"I am not a student like other students," she told Beaver. It was true that Mary Jane canie

to cormunity college throuch unusual circumstances as a court referral, but she was a

willing candidate for the program. Mary Jane completed her two years at Caldwell

Community College, and then transferred to Appalachian.

It never occurred to Beaver not to accept her as a student. She was in fact, the

very kind of student who needed to come (Beaver 2003). Beaver's acceptance of Mary

Jane demonstrated her signature open door pedagogy: accepting every student' s

individual gifts and goals and allowing those gifts to guide curriculum directions. Mary
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Jane naturally emerged as a leader in her program. Mary Jane spoke with authority

about being raised female and poor in a rich cultural milieu. "Women are often

denigrated by cultural providers," Mary Jane observed. Beaver noted that Mary Jane was

good at understanding the social and education programs that mountaln women needed.

Together, she and Mary Jane rallied for women's health issues, focused on women's

literature, and explored the economic and spiritual needs of women in the community.

While completing her undergraduate degree and her masters, Mary Jane was

moving back and forth bctween her own intimate world at Pottertown and the academic

world at ASU, according to her professor and mentor Patricia Beaver. She was living the

kind of divided life that Cratis Williams, dean of the graduate school at ASU, and father

of Appalachian Studies, wrote about in his memoirs published in 2003 by Beaver and

David Willians and talked about in the film which documents his life growing up in

Louisa, Kentucky (Johnson 1999).

Cratis Williams created a successful career based on a childhood experience, the

murder.of a local school teacher and the reaction it caused in the community. As a small

boy, he overheard his father lamenting the death of the one-room school teacher, saying

that his children were not meant to have an education, and that he would spend the rest of

his life working to see that his own children could go to school (Williams 2003, 242).

Little Cratis Williams decided he would fulfill his father's dream. He went to school and

he did well. He even skipped grades to get to high school in Louisa, Kentucky, where he

first began his "divided life" (Johnson 1999).
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Cratis Williams' speech, typical of the community he had grown up in, was

ridiculed by his teacher and his classmates in the county seat town of Louisa. In a

classroom exercise, he was made to repeat hinself several times in order to recognize a

reading error and was finally told "it's `it' not `hit" when he kept saving ``hit" (Johnson

1999). This experience was a common problem for students throuchout the Appalachian

region. It was a part of my own educational experience, and is still common in today's

school systems and community colleges where students are told to lose their mountain

speech if they want to succeed. In Creeker, Linda Scott Derosier noted that "Outsiders

use our dialect to peg or recognize us, while we use it to figure out and establish who we

are" (Derosier 1999, 3). As an older man, Cratis Willians' memory of that experience of

being huniiliated by recognition and ridicule of his Appalachian "otheme§s" was just as

vivid as it had been all those years earlier. After he left his home community to attend

hick school, he recognized that "from there on I lived a divided life. I had a cultural

existence in the jazz age with my hick school ffiends in the county seat, and when I

retuned home for the summer . . . I couldn't mix the two" (Johnson 1999). Willians

noted a great disparity between life in school in a county seat town and life ``on the

creek." It necessitated a divided life. You couldn't take the sophisticated talk home with

you, he believed.

Mary Jane was living the divided

appropriate to her role as a nontraditional college student. Williams had reached out to

Mary Jane, inviting her to come into the Appalachian Studies program. Mary Jane was

building an alternate identity from the costumes in her private "closet," and there were
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several identities to choose from. Her folklore professor Tom MCGowan noted the

granny dresses she wore under sweaters were a part of her' cost`me. Mary Jane's clothes

during the year we were both in the program, like mine, were handed down by ffiends or

boucht second hand. Her dauchter Caroline related a humorous story of the time she

picked Mary Jane up at the Green Park Inn, and found her wearing a red evening gown,

tennis shogs, and Mickey Mouse sundasses. Mary Jane dyed her hair red, and was good

at making up her face. She was conscious of keeping her weicht low; probably not hard

to do considedng her habit of taking speed in her college years.

Mary Jane was a very sexual person concealing that identity behind the granny

dresses she wore to class. She was sexually aggressive, (Woodard 2004, Douglass 2004,

Smith 2004, Kerce 2004) but when she returned to the university in 1999 she capitalized

on an identity that folklorist Tom MCGowan referred to as the Widder Brooks. Her

husband Ronnie, a Lumbee Indian from Lunberton, had been shot and killed in a

drunken altercation. I asked her fomer professor, ASU anthropologist Greg Reck, to talk

about the identity Mary Jane projected.

I always felt like there was some dranatization of herself and her background and

she certainly, whether it was a completely accurate presentation or whether it was

somewhat constructed, reveled in her role as someone radically different. Being in

a university environment, which is in some ways an elitist environment, althouch

here at ASU that is diminished`somewhat, I think, she relished that view of herself

as different from and distinct from average students. In some ways, of course, she

was. Her background was very unusual given the mom of what an ASU student is
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all about. I think she relished that somewhat althouch it was also a kind of tragic

relishing at the sane time. She presented herself as a tragic figure.

She talked a lot about her hard times, which again, were real. I'm not

saying they were constructed. When you look at research on self-concept and self-

presentation, we all construct ourselves publicly. There is a certain amount of

truth and fact in that construction, and there is a certain amount of mythology and

fantasy depending upon who we are interacting with, and how we want to present

ourselves at that point in time. . .Her presentation of herself was as a local person

who in some ways had made good because of where she was. She definitely

relished that kind of outlaw view of herself . . .it served a purpose for her here

when she got into Appalachian Studies. Because of her background, constructed

out of truth, out of mythology; she fit in really well with that, and she was seen by

a lot of people here as an authentic Appalachian person in some way. She was a

very capable student and a very good writer, but I think that [persona] played to

her advantage. What she got from people here may have actually reinforced that

mythology in her. Qeck 2004)

Mary Jane also suffered because of her designation as an outlaw hillbilly, according to

her fiiend Terry Moretz. This kind of othemess looked down upon by main stream

culture caused Mary Jane to feel humiliated at times (Moretz 2004). Any review of the

progran' s history needs to contain the question, does Appalachian Studies perpetuate and

reinforce mountain myth? What role did ASU play, if any, in keeping Pottertown isolated

during the early years?
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It is common for students entedng the program to emphasize their level of

"Appalachianness." Graduate student Paul Robertson, whose thesis also explored

Appalachian cultural identity, discussed his entrance into the prograni. It is ironic

that we embrace and fiercely defend mountain culture while identifyng with

mountain stereotypes. How stercotypes are born, extended, and embraced or

denied is revealed through student behavior in the Appalachian Studies program.

Here's another little vignette, and I don't know if your cohort went through this. I

was talking to Fred Hay, [librarian for the Appalachian Collection] one day about

it. There was this posturing when my cohort cane in. We still didn't know each

other, were getting to know each other, and Fred agreed with me that it seemed

like every cohort did this, where you struggle, posture to see who's the most

Appalachian, and throw your credentials out as in ``I'm the trashiest." We had this

-we got Alice b7seudonym], she's throwin out all of her stuff. She was a

sharecropper' s dauchter and had this abusive alcoholic father. My grandfather

from what I can understand - I ant probably integrating the stories from my own

mythology, and it's horrible for me to use this - but the thing that I used to

establish my credentials was that my grandfather who passed away goes to the

house this giriffiend's] one nicht and he says, "I've come to get your dauchter.

Basically her father's like `the hell you say," and my grandfather proceeds to beat

his ass in front of his whole family. He beats him down, and takes his daughter,

and drives to South Carolina where the mariage age was low enouch to marry my

grandmother. (Robertson 2004)
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Mary Jane exemplified this kind of posturing. The poor Widder Brooks was a

fantasy image, but it served Mary Jane's purposes when she returned to seek a second

masters in Endish in 1999. She and husband Ronnie Brooks fougiv bitterly, and had

Ronnie Brooks survived being shot, one of them would have wound up shooting the other

(Woodard 2004). This persona as a grieving widow gave Mary Jane respectability and

sympathy. She was a survivor. She could run with the outlaws in Pottertown and Lenoir,

or with the students in the classroom. In the Appalachian Studies community, she brought

her own viewpoint to bear on the history and the culture of mountain people. At ASU,

Mary Jane transcended her addiction to drugs and alcohol and seriously toned down most

of her risky behavior. Her academic years allowed her the security to read and write, and

nurfroed her academic side. She produced most of her writing while she was either a hith

school or college student. Her best and strongest self emerged from the classroom. Each

time she returned to academies,. she engaged in a lifelong relationship with the art of

whting.

Tamarack Tales

An introduction to Mary Jane Brooks' family genealogy and her life in Pottertown,

"Tanarack Tales," presented her finily history to her readers and her teachers. Prefaced

by a map, her stories are set in real as well as mythic time. Mary Jane lists the names of

the families living in thirty homes, notes impchant buildings including churches and

stores, and maps geographic features including creeks, paved roads, and gravel roads. In

her introduction, she writes "I will try to share some of my heritage with you. These

beautiful, uneducated, sometimes cruel people who are one with the land, the old people
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who cane before me to make a place in the life scheme" (1) Mary Jane was aware, as

wasBeaverandmostofMaryJane'sotherprofessors,thatPottertown.wasknownasa

violent and lawless place. Greg Reck noted that when he first arived in Boone, he was

regaled with tales of violence in Pottertown. `Tamarack Tales" countered the stereotypes

by giving life histories of its residents.

How much of pottertown' s reputation was deserved? Pottertown, where Mary

Jane's family had lived for generations, grew in reputation for its lawlessness due to the

elaborate and "creative" state press given to two men, Clarence and Bcone Potter. When

Boone and Clarence Potter were indicted for murdering a "deputy," it was a shooting

event that shaped the history of pottertown as a place of lawlessness and violence, and

overshadowed the Snyder and Ellison family contfroution to the notoriety of the

community. Perhaps Clarence and Boone Pottct were linked to more murders, but for

diversity and consistency of violence and vice, the Snyders and Ellisous reigned; they

were very much the t)pe of outlaw heroes who reached mythic proportions in the ealy

west, as several Appalachian scholars have observed.

Tom Rusher's book, Until He Is Dead  has been the first attempt to explaln the

legal backdrop for the media frenzy surrounding the famous murder trial that took place

in'Pottertown in the early nineteen hundreds. Rusher points out that at the time the

chootings took place, Pottertown had a reputation as a place where peace officers did not

relict delivedng warrants. The early killings, described by James Marvin Potter, as `inine

killings within 5cO yards of space," set the tone for the next hundred years. Note that

Ellisous and Snyders are key players in this shooting history:
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Within a span of about 500 yards there have been nine killings. This is the place

where Sam Ellison killed Howard Hockaday, and over there Glen Brown killed

Birchie Potter, and at this place Boone Potter killed his father, and over there the

Snyder brothers killed their father, Wib. This is where Campbell was killed and

Broom killed there. Boone and Clarence Potter killed the deputy, Howell, at this

spot and shortly up the road is where the posse killed Boone. I think the reason for

all these killings is because the people here were suspicious of outsiders. (179)

Local sympathies lay with Clarence Potter, Rusher stated. The Potters were

victimized in the state press. Not even the major papers were able to get the story richt.

The case was complicated, but it was presented as a cut and dried account of the act of a

killer, disregarding the circumstances of the arrest that prompted the killing, or the ill will

that circulated between the players. As in the stories of the old west, the Potter legacy

was created and disseminated by the joumalists' fictionalizing of real events. Boone and

Clarence Potter became legendary, and Pottertown proceeded to build upon its identity as

the land of lawlessness.

Rusher discusses several murders and a host of chmes punished by the death

penalty. Among them are the shooting of Ephrain Ellison, Mary Jane's uncle, by Doc

Main who also killed his wife and daughter then committed suicide, and the Snyder sous

who shot their womanizing father, Wib, at their mother's bequest. The reputation that

Pottertown won was much deserved due to the Ellisous and the Snyders as well as the

Potters. Clearly, the fantastic accounts of lawlessness portrayed in local color fiction were

grounded in the reality of an evolving justice system in isolated rural nei8hborhoods.
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Pottertown was stigmatized locally. Rusher spoke to the stereotype in an interview:

I think things perhaps were different. We were so isolated and people were so

self-reliant and necessarily so. They had to depend on their own resources and it

would be difficult for a person living in Pottertown to have any kind of

expectancy that the sheriff would come out and be of assistance to him. So what

you had, I think, was what I refer to as self help where people did things for

themselves . . . I guess if you're looking at it during the period I looked at it in the

book. The shed ff was afraid to go there. The traditional law enforcement officers

were afraid to go there. And I think it continued up until the decade of the 1970s.

I recall instances when I first came here when the sheriff would go. out there, and

he would generally have several deputies with him. He was physically big, a

strong World War I vet. h my early days I was told that law enforcement

generally did not go out there anymore. (2004)

Rusher explained the pattern of criminal activity illustrated by the family history of the

Ellisous and the Snyders. He believes that nurture overmled nature where the history of

Pottertown was concerned:

Crime is environmental. As a prosecutor for thirty-four years, it was easy to

notice that people you prosecuted thirty-four years ago have children now who are

being prosecuted. There are a lot of potters I know who are really superb people. I

won't say a lot. I know some. If you look at criminal court dockets, you will see

repeat offenders over and over, and it's generational. People who were not taucht
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to have respect for the law, people who were taucht to be offenders, typically

grow up that way. (2004)

During her academic career, Mary Jane began to fully explore her Pottertown

heritage by compiling Tamarack Tales. She interviewed her "Granny Maly' to glean

details of her family history. Mary Kincaid was raised in a large two story house with

`foullet holes in the wall where Boone Potter and Bill Hamby had foucht until Boone was

dead" (4). The subject of Boone Potter is entwined with Mary Jane's own fiinily culture

of violence. Her Snyder ancestors feuded with the Potters and were joined in marriage

when Sani Ellison, one of her ancestors, married Nancy Potter.

Mary Jane tells how her Uncle Sani Ellison (whose son was her first love, Roy)

who "loved to drink, and lauch a lot," killed his first enemy:

One day in 1951 a man cane to Sani's house and called him out. The neichbor

had been cussing Sam's children as they passed his yard and the men had words

over this. . . Never one to beat a man to death with words, Sani drew his gun and

shot the man twice in the chest. The man tuned to run, and caught the third bullet

in his back. Because of this, the shooting was not temed self defense. "Peck"

Holshouser, his attorney, and father to Jim Holshouser, got Sam off with one

year's time and several year's parole. (14)

Sani shot a second man who came to his door, a distant cousin, and the shooting

was temed self defense according to Mary Jane's account. Sanl's story is typical

behavior where his brothers are concerned. Mary Jane tells the story of Sam's brother,

Eaf, who was shot to death by Doc Main. Main then went home, shot his own wife and
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dauchter to keep them from leaving him, and tuned the gun on himself. Eaf Ellison had

apparently beffiended Doc Main's wife and dauchter. While Main was dying in the

hospital, Eaf' s brother Pink Ellison, (whose dauchter Hazel committed suicide) snuck

into the hospital with a knife, but was prevented from taking his revenge on Main. In

`Tamarack Tales," Mary Jane recounts the well known story of Boone and Clarence

Potter, outlaws who became local legends, and then she turns to the Snyder side of the

finily to recount the Snyder-Ellison feud in "Feuds: Inheritance of Death." She uses the

names Smith and Jones to represent the Snyders and the Ellisous:

Around 1915 Wilbum was in his fifties. He was my great-great-

grandfather on the "Smith" side. David Jones was my great-grandfather on my

other side. Wib was, according to conversations I had with his grandchildren, a

mean Person. One of the grandsons told me he wouldn't discuss family history

with me but that "Wib was the meanest son-of-a-bitch that ever lived." Wib

would, according to witnesses, shake his fist at heaven and dare God to strike him

down. The hard feelings began when Wib tried to run away with a young girl in

the community. She had been my grandmother's Sunday school teacher and was a

good givl. The givl didn't want to go with him, and he was literally forcing her to

walk with him up the road out of the community to cross Long Hope Mountain.

He planned to go down to Todd to the small railroad station and leave on the

train. Someone in the community saw what was happening and went to tell his

wife. She sent two of her sons, one of thch my great-grandfather, to catch up with

Wib and shoot him. This woman was known to be pretty mean herself. The boys,
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grown men, did as she told them. They caucht up with Wib and the girl and they

both shot him [at the sane time] and he died.

On the other side of the family, David [Ellison] was the Justice of Peace in

the community. He went up on the mountain with some other men and carried the

dead man home. He then sent for the Sheriff in Boone and told him what had

happened. The sons didn't run away, saying they didn't know who killed their

father since they had both shot him. The fact that Wib was kidnapping the Srl

satisfied authorities and Wib's sous got off with short prison sentences. The Smith

side felt justified in what they did, and had hard feelings for David because he

broucht the law into the situation. Over a period of some forty years the Smith

men and the Jones men had hard feelings toward each other and shot at each other

but no one was killed until fifteen years ago.

In 1918 the finilies were joined by marriage when Grandpa Jacob

married Vivian. David begged his son not to marry into the Smith family, but he

\ did anyhow. It wasn't a happy union and Grandpa Jacob died in his early thirties.

My mama was six at the time and went to live with her aunt Mary; Jacob's sister.

This is the woman I called Granny. I saw my biological grandmother only a half a

dozen times in my life. My Mana was raised by Mary and Henry off the

mountain." (12)

Mary Jane ends her account of the violence here, but the genealogy she provides expands

into a series of shootings and suicides on both sides of the Snyder and Ellison families.

Mary Jane begins ``Tamarack Tales" with a description of her independent, hard living,
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sharp shooting ancestors. Cratis Willians noted that the mountaineers' "extreme

individualism coupled at once with his disregard for law and his self-reliance was the soil

out of which feuds grew" (320). Williams understood first hand the symbol of the gun.

Willians family photographs show men posing with pistols pointed at each other. Harry

Caudill likewise noted that ``Winchester rifles and large-aliber pistols were favorite

weapons of the moonshiners and were never far from their hands" (Caudill 155).

In her description of her Uncle Will Ellison, Mary Jane embodies the gun culture

and records the difficult transition her ancestors made from their home on the I+ong Hope

to the community at the foot of the mountain.

After Vick's Chemical Company boucht the mountain they put up a big gate.

They gave Uncle Will a key, but later took it back under the pretense of making a

new one. The caretaker didn't give Uncle Will the new key, so he simply got in

the old truck, drove up the mountain, and shot the lock off. . .

Uncle Will wore a huge "45" on his hip at all times. He had a small

antique shop after he grew older, and the pistol on his hip helped keep would-be

thieves away. As he grew older his health declined and he could no longer travel

his beloved mountain. He would talk for hours about the old days when he lived

on I.ong Hope. He died in 1970 from heart trouble, and I believe, grief, because

he could no longer travel I,onchope With this old mountain man's passion, a way

of life has gone. Modern day civilization was crowding him and he dwelt

completely in his past in his last years. . .His fierce love and complete oneness

with the mountain lives on in a few members of our family. I for one ant trying,
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and if love is enouch then someday I will achieve the communication he had

with Long Hope. (13)

Mary Jane had been writing since she leaned to,read, had written her way

throuch several romance stories and novellas, and had moved on to write academic

essays and poems. Family namtive remained her favorite form. She published stories and

poems in reSonal journals. She did not sensationalize her.family's violent history. She

presented the history in her treatment of feuding and she defended it:

Again, I want to say that I don't advocate murder, but loyalty to family and

fichting was a culture I grew up in. Guns were always in our homes. My mother,

sister and brother all carried guns. My children carry pistols at all tines. I never

allowed anything other than a hunting rifle in my home and have never carded a

gun. [In later years she packed a gun and a knife]. I was raised very aware of what

could happen when people have guns and know there is a part of me that at

certain times could have shot someone. (15)

Four Appalachian Women

In contrast to her academic treatment of family history, in "Four Appalachian

Women" Mary Jane assumed the emotional voices of the most influential women in her

life. Written for a women's studies class taucht by Margaret MCFadden, these stories are

biographical and contain the most intimate infomation about both Mary Jane, her mother

Ruby, and Mary Kincaid. The letter hidden away in a drawer, closet, or box serves as a

messenger from the past. The act of finding the treasured letter, opening it in the

`bresent" created in the story, and providing it with a context is an effective literary
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device. The stories open with the character Corrie waiting for a letter from a relative in

prison, indicating the prevalence of the prison letter in the lives of these women. Jail is as

much a certainty for many of these women. (I interviewed Caroline Woodard in the

Watauga Countyjail where her mother was often held. Two of her cousins were also

there at the same time.) Corrie AIlison is the voice of Betty Jean Hopkin's (Mary Jane's

cousin) mother who moums her dauchter's imprisonment for a double homicide. ``She

shivered even thouch the day was wan rinembering that t`ro women were shot off the

wall down there where Betty Jean" was unjustly imprisoned (1).

Mary Faye is the Mary Jane who, unlike her cousin in prison, existed in a parallel

universe in which a husband named Bob treats her like a queen. Mary Faye has attended

ajunior college. The world in this story is well ordered. Her house is elegant and has a

third new bathroom. This detail is significant because bathrooms were sometimes absent

from some of the houses where Mary Jane lived. Member of her fanily, and of mine,

grew up without indoor plumbing. The story opens as Bob has complcted the third

bathroom. When she talks about a third new bathroom, Mary Jane is describing the heicht

Oflurny.

The fictional Mary Jane has expensive clothes. Each embodiment of her success

is accompanied by a reflection on the deaperate economic situation from her own

childhood. Mary Paye gets dressed in her suit in preparation for meeting her cousin. Her

own dauchter, Sherry, attends a private school, takes lessons in art and music, and will

get a new car for a birthday gift. Mary Faye's mother is involved in the church, and is a

pillar of the community. It would not be too harsh to say that Mary Paye and Sheny are
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pure fantasy in contrast to the real economic and social realities of Mary Jane and her

dauchter and three sons.

Suicide is the real subject of this story. In the margin of the page Mary Jane

wrote, "True, my great aunt, [Tempy Ellison, Ms. Ranzy Howard Woodring] committed

suicide. Then later, so did two of her sons." Mary Faye is debating whether or not.to

show the suicide letter to a family member but decides against it. "She died not showing

the terrible horror that she kept inside. The people who loved her could not bear it." In

Mary Jane's story, the letter introduces a secret. The reader is d)ing to know what it is,

but Mary Jane does not reveal the secret in this story or any other.

Like the suicide in this story, Mary Jane hid the intimate details of her own pain.

This story is a foreshadowing of the difficulties she will face later near the end of her life.

It is hopeful because it envisions a successful life of a woman who has educated herself

and has marred well. By fictionalizing, Mary Jane can deal with the subject of her own

death wish while protecting her identity. A letter whtten in poetic lines to Granny Mary

Kincaid by Tenipy   "a year before she jumped off a bridge" gives the reader a sense of

the love shared between the women in this family and the despair they felt after each loss.

Dear Darling Sis,

You're such a dear. I'd always love to have you near. You're so sweet and good,

and oh, so nice, I pray you'll have a happy life. The fun you and I have had

together will always live in my heart forever. I love you sis, you wonderful one.

When I'm with you I always have fun. I love your smile, your dear, sweet face.

No one on earth can take your place. The many sweet things you have done for
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me will always remain in my memory. I think of you sis, each nicht and day. I

remember you dear sis, when I kneel. I know there's a mansion for you above for

in your heart there is so much love . . .so trust Him sis, in what befalls, and be

ready to go when the master calls. (17)

Ruby wrote a song in honor of Tempy in order to document the emotion that

accompanied Tempy's recovery from the river. "I set on the river bank day and nicht/ I

prayed they'd bring her into sicht. / But when they brought her to the shore/ I bowed my

head and cried some more" (7).

Ruth Qdy Little Mama Ruby)

As in "Annaniae" and "Mary Faye" letters are objects of reverence in this story

written from Ruby's point of view. Ruth (Ruby) is looking throuch old letters, poems and

songs she has written. The story of "The Song Giver" is retold here, as is the death of her

Aunt "Vicky" who drowned herself in the river. Ruby remembers how her aunt used to

hug her and hold her on her lap. She hums to herself, singing the words to the old song

she has found in the drawer. It is a ballad she has written in honor of the aunt who

drowned herself in the river.

This story is a retrospective of Ruby's life. Mary Jane mentions the man Ruby

shot at the Dinner Bell Grill for `1alking ugly to me." She writes about Ruby's fomer

lover who died playing Russian roulette.

•  She had dated Johnny for over a year and her husband had known. . . I guess

Garland just didn't care if I run around our not. Johnny loved me thouch, and next

to my younguns' I loved him more than anybody on earth. 1'11 never for sure
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know why but 1'11 go to my grave believing he killed hinself playing Russian

roulette one nicht over at the beer joint because I broke up with him. (9)

This story documents the significance of the cabin at Meat Can}p. The walls there were

covered with songs, poems, and journal entries.  .

We'd run off to that cabin and have us a good time fishin' and getting' drunk and

bein' together. Boy, if uncle Will had known I broucht men up there, he would

never have given me that place. I went up there lots of other tines too; when I

was real hurt about something or sometines we'd all go up and have cookouts

and birthday parties for the younguns' I'd write on the wall who all had come or

how I felt if I was sad. (10)

Thestory.mentionsthathersonJakeCrumpwentAWOL,andbrougivhischildbrideto

the cabin on August 28, 1970. Those cabin walls, constructed by Colden and his son Jake

Crump, were witness to the history of Ruby's life and one of her break-ups with Colden

on June 5, 1965. Ruby Ellison Crump was a survivor in this story, making it back to the

world `twhere pcople lived and memories died."

This story structure was successful, using the event of opening the letters in the

dresser drawer as a plot device. The dresser drawer holds her most personal objects,

favorite clothing, and the precious letters. It becomes a writer's treasure chest. Mary Jane

uses this model in a story that surveys her own whting. Mary Faye is the character who

represents her and was introduced in the story "Annamae." ``Mary Faye" is a

retrospective of her life and her writing, and it describes many significant moments she

has documented in her poetry. Mary Jane answers the question found on an application to
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a writers workshop, `twhat do you hope to achieve as a writer?" "Release from despair at

marr)ing too young, loving too much, and to be able to dive a part of myself. Fare more

than money, because rich people aren't happy. To write and affect people's minds so they

never forget. To make believe I'm something I'm not (1).

This is my favorite piece of Mary Jane's writing because it is so honest and

reveals so clearly how her career as a writer was shaped by her past. She tells how Cratis

Willians sent a letter inviting her to come to school to study mountain culture. She writes

that "After a while, the anger and the frustration at how mountain folks were seen by

people outside the region died down a little. I realized I'd never get anywhere on

emotions alone so I decided to become a one woman committee to educate the rest of the .

world about mountain people. I knew I'd need to be pretty well educated myself, so I

majored in Appaldehian Studies" (7). As well as being autobiographical, this story serves

as a wonderful introduction to her poetry. Ruth begins with Ruby's voice; Mary Faye

begins in Mary Jane's voi.ce and segues into analysis of her poems. Mary Jane

instinctively began to speak in the voices of the characters she created from the women in

her life.

Mary Jane wrote a note to her professor Zohara Boyd in the margins of the

•  original version of ``Four Women" saying that Ruth's voice was written in 1981. The note

is dated February 1999. She noted that her mother was:

Very strong in her faith and love for the Lord but she was a bit rowdy at times. I

loved her more than life. I watched Mama die with cancer two and a half years

ago. We kept her at home the way she wanted. I know, like Poe, how it feels to
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look death and insanity (my own) straicht in the face. I will exorcise my demons

on paper one day soon. Signed MJB. (1)

"A bit rowdy" was an understatement. Ruby was a hell ralser, and a mother who tried to

rule her daugiver's life. Mary Jane reached out to her professors in a personal way, and

they encouraged her to explore her writing and her heritage throuch the characters

presented in "Four Women." Clearly, Mary Jane' s academic experience is redernptive.

When she whtes that she will face her demons on paper, she is recognizing the power of

writing to heal. "Four Women" provides the context for a deeper understanding of Mary

Jane's poems.

Poetry

Mary Jane wrote the poem "Wonder' when she was eleven. "Wonder" represents

a philosophy that will remain with her throuchout her life, despite every bad thing that

happens. In the poem, the little girl wonders how the world cane about and detemines

that God created it out of love. Many of her poems are an expression of love for her

children or finily members. The poems take on the voices of neighbors like Howard, a

`tetarded" man in her community. "I don't like my damned ol' mammy/She cut me/See

here on my belly; cut me richtthere. I don't cut wood for her no more." She writes about

her Granny Mary's loss of her husband in "Mary, Now That Henry's Gone," and she

writes "The Kind Privilege of Death" as a memorial to her mother, Ruby Crump, who

died of cancer. Whether she writes to document an injustice done to mountain people, to

record a life like Howard's, or salve the pain of her mother's death, Mary Jane is a

constant advocate for her culture. Had she been able to remain sober, Mary Jane would
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have reached the hick social status of community treasure, storyteller, elder, and

defender. She would have joined the ranks of the Hicks, Harmon, and Watson families in

cultural importance.

Poetry and Politics

The subjects of Mary Jane's poems and stories often express resistance to the

reductionist identity placed on mountain people by history and by media. Mary Jane

writes "Don't stick the pins of poverty throuch me" and "don't make me the reason for

your mission season." She tells me "gravy is the glue of the south." Like other poets

inspired to express `hillybilly pride" by poedguru Jin Wayne Miller, Mary Jane is

introducing the folk imagery of place into her work. h many of the anthologies, regional

poets send the same message. h the defensive mode, they overtum stereotypes of

poverty, ignorance, and apathy.

Appalachian poets write politically, and we whte about relationships, about

lovers, relatives, and ffiends, but we are not writing alone. Writers are connected by a

series of two lane roads shooting from the iron belt of Ohio to the blue grass of Kentucky,

deep into the heart of the coal fields; to West Virginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina.

We are riding the poetry and resistance hichways over the humped backs of mountains,

navigating steep roads to get to Hindman Writer's Conference where for the first time we

are led to believe that poetry could be situated in the subject matter of our experience.

Poetry is not just somewhere else up north, or in California, or in the Britain - the first

literary tradition so many Appalachian grade school students encountered. A few of the

key players we come to know in the Appalachian Poetry Project are Jim Wayne Miller,
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Gumey Noman, George Ella Lyon, Balbara Smith, RIchard Hague, Mike Mullins, and

Bob Henry Baber. They were our mentors as we gathered along the rock wall at the

Hindman Settlement School talldng about poetry and culture, or in our rooms making

music or drinking houtbon with Cratis Williams

The Southern Appalachian Writers Conference meets yearly at places like the

Hichlander Folk School in New Market Tennessee, the epicenter for political movement

in the Appalachian South. Mary Jane was a part of that larger movement, influenced by

the writing medeled for us there by North Carolina tuned Kentucky peet Jim Wayne

Miller and by Greeusboro, NC, poet Fred Chappell. They gave us pemission to write of

all things mountain and we ran with it. Miller noted that writers like James Still and

Hariette Amow led a vital grassroots literary movement. "In the quarter of a century

since Cratis William's study was completed, younger writers from the Appalachian

redon have contributed to an increasindy lively literary scene" Qdiller 50).

Appalachian poets needed venues for publishing. Small magazines, chapbcoks,

and collections were sprinting up everywhere in the seventies. One of my first published

poems appeared in Old Wounds. Newi Worids, a prQject funded by the Witter Byner

Foundation of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and geared toward promoting regional writers.

MaryJane's`poetryisabsentfrommanyoftheanthologiesthatcontalnthepoems

of Southern Appalachia Writers Cooperative members because from time to time, with

earthquake precision, her progress was cut short by drug and alcohol addiction, and

forays into lawlessness. `Then she got to thinking she wanted to be Bonnie and Clyde,

too," Crunp noted (Crump 2001). Althouch cue collected poetry from writers in the
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Boone area for publication it the Appalachian Poetry Project, the poems were not

anthologized. The credits list Mary Jane Putzel as a workshop leader for this project; she

was mentoring other Watauga poets. Her name should have appeared between I,ee

Pennington's name and RIta Quillen's in the contents of Old Wounds. New Words.

Gumey Norman, author of Divine Richt' s Trio. returned from California where

he had been involved in the sixties counterculture writing movement in order to assume

the position of writer-in-residence at the University of Kentucky. He became director of

the Appalachian Poetry Project, which was administered from the University of

Kentucky's Appalachian Center. Noman was joined by Geonge Ella Lyon who became

the prQject's Executive Director, and Bob Henry Baber, Field Organizer and Coordinator.

In 1980, using  as their initial contacts members of SAWC, `Noman, Lyon, and Baber

held nineteen exciting and hichly successful poetry workshops in the Appalachian arca of

six states . . .The result was an anthology of work by ninetyrone poets from the southern

Appalachian region with a graceful introduction by Lyon" Caber, Lyon and Norman,

preface).

The sheaf of poems that Mary Jane collected for the AWP is filled with poignant

nnature images and discussions of the conflict these writers felt toward the region.

MCKinney details her attachment to the land, and later bemoans the necessity to leave it

to look for work. The closeness to place dctailed by MCKinney echoes Mary Jane's

elevation of nature to spiritual status: `they (the mountains) have stood for cous of time

and listened and leaned and they will dispense freely with love this knowledge to the

daugiver who will listen and lean" (`Taniarack Tales" 1).
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Once when I was younger

I clinbed up that mountain

And stood there in a rain

And I felt the wind blowing

In my face and all around me

cud I felt like I belonged

Like there was just me

And the mountain there

iind I felt good and loved

I felt like I had earth underneath

And saw the dark, boiling clouds

(9-12)

The clouds are a premonition. Images of fog, clouds, death, and insanity thread

throuch the poems. Poets commune with the earth and ask questions of God. Nature is

elevated to a sacred level: MCKinney repeats the mythic theme that Mary Jane expresses

in her children's stories -the sense of being lost and alone in the wildemess:

An even greater sense of the passing of a generation is recorded here in a poem by

Walker, who describes the "south side of the mountain" where a hermit lived and died.

Nature takes up a similar role in ``The Lonely Old Man."  The wind is personified, the

animals talk, and the modem world is kept at a distance.

He never knew the world of man,

He never drove a car,
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He never watched a TV set,

Or went inside a bar.

(25-28)

The poets are strugtling with their attachment to place and with the outside

world's attempts to destroy it throuch environmental exploitation and cultural

destruction. A second strugde, the struggle of the mountaineer to reconcile himself as a

new generation growing beyond the boundaries of traditional culture is documented in

this poem about mountain religion by Mary Jane's half brother, Jake Crump (she uses her

father's name as a pseudonym for Jake). This is CrLmp's recognition that the old religion

is givng way to change as his own consciousness is being born.

The Reverend

He preached of hell and burning fire,

And spoke of love, but damned desire.

And all the people cried "Amen!"

And praised his words and shook his hand.

He'd preach to each and drive it home,

His words like a knife cuts to the bone.

And folks would come from miles around,

To feel their guilt and be put down.
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They called him a good and Godly man,

And guided by the Lord's own hand.

And they knew that he could never stray,

You could tell it when you heard hin pray.

So shocked they were, beyond compare,

When Sunday mom they found him there;

h the church without his clothes,

And stone cold dead from and overdose!

(1-16)

This poem written by her brother sheds licht on their shared relirious experiences,

giving insicht to sin and the personal ednflict between the apirit and the flesh. It dctalls a

second major problem the family is dealing with - death by drinling and overdose. These

poems are related to many of themes introduced by the Poetry Project, and published in

numerous regional anthologies.

Old Wounds. New Words was not published until 1 994, more than ten years after

its oriSnal impetus and that story has become a pat of the folklore of this movement:

Althouch the manuscript had circulated as a kind of Appalachian samizdat or

underground writing in poetry workshops, and althouch its introduction had been

used in Appalachian Literature courses, Old Wounds. New Words, something of a

mystery anthology, remained unpublished more than a decade after the search for

a publisher had begun. @aber, Henry, and Lyon Preface)
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Mary Jane and I lmew many of the poets involved in the workshops. We had

supped at the table together on poetry and com bread. Friendships and relationships and

more publications grew out of this grassroots group. Mountain people were

counteroulture before counterculture was cool, is the observation of more than one

cultural student. The poems shared a commonality of subjects, description, and revelation

about this place called Appalachia. These poems were also shaped by social activist

movements taking place in the mountains during the sixties and seventies. The goal of the

movement was not only to revise the history of the redon that had been warped by a

hundred years of fictionalizing and ngth making, but to speak out in opposition to the

environmental and cultural devastation that was taking place everywhere. Mary Jane' s

family lost its clain to hundreds of acres of ancestral land on the Long Hope, acreages

that was later saved from second home and std slope development by the Nature

Conservaney.

In the coal fields, environmental issues included strip mining, and in the

mountains around Bcone the issues were second home development and tourism

development swallowing up native land. In her MA thesis, Mary Jane documented the

economic hardship and the cultural resistance that she felt prevented her people from

enjo]ing the benefits of the rising middle class.

Askins and Morris identified this movement as being fascinated with the

adjustment of the mountalneer as `trygress created change." They note in their

introduction to New Ground, a 1977 poetry anthology, that the pubic schools denied

rregional culture. ``A sense of intrinsic self worth was replaced by a search for eternal
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approval by the educated." This, they note, involves `the psychology of colonialism, of

powerlessness in the face of change" (11). Mary Jane declared that althouch she knew

she was somebody, she was nmning around looking for approval from the academic

community. This went hand-in-hand with her role as cultural ambassador. ``Don't stick

your pins of poverty and the past throuch me" Mary Jane wrote.

The Appalachian Poetry Project came "away from a rooted, traditional body of

work to a more volatile, politically active and varied offering" (Lyon 8). The poets had

two goals: to `1etain the more humanistic elements of the old culture and at the same time

to adapt to the pressures and demands of a teehnological society" (Lyon 7). Mary Jane

observed that there was something tineless and undefeatable about her mountains; that

power could feed the movement of poets struggling to fom a cultural identity in the face

of main streani pressures to confom.

Mary Jane and I joked together about the idea that social change always came ten

years late to the mountains but continued long after many of the issues fnded from

mainstream culture. In 1971, I was a member of a student group at Johnson Central Hick

School that protested the Vietnam War. Mary Jane was writing antiwar poetry; her

brother was AWOL. The ideas and political unrest of the sixties were fed by the

environmental devastation and the media' s proselytizing of the war on poverty in

Appalachia. Poets were inspired by the great literary philosophers. The world might have

thoucht that great literature grew only from the institutions of the north, but southern

writers were coming into their own in the fifties and sixties flowing from a great
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repository of a diverse cultural history, a love of oral narrative, and a meandering and

circular sense of time. Mary Jane had been born into a family with a strong oral tradition.

In numerous antholoties representing the stepchildren of contemporary American

poetry, the Appalachian poets set out to set the record straicht: "I. am not the deprived

child of an Orphan state (Askius and Morris 183). ``1 don't want to be your cause~ou're

not my savior Santy Claus/. . .I don't want to be your reason/while you're in your mission

season," Mary Jane chanted. Mary Jane,like so many of us, was pushing away the

stereotypical images long generated by early sociolodsts and local color writers. The fact

that she had adamantly rejected outside definition deflected inquiry into her own history.

As poet, novelist, and critic George Ella Lyon noted, these poets were caught up

in a transition from what was perceived to be a backward culture moving into the modem

age. Women were exposing layers of issues by writing about men, mariage and children,

about domestic violence and economic deprivation, sex, motherhood and the paradox of

love. In one of her most revealing poems, Mary Jane documented her own struggle to

move away from the traditional life of the mountain woman and adapt to modem culture.

Two Lane Woman

I'm a two lane woman

On a four lane road

And I'm travelin too fast

With too heavy a load.

I left home for the city
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A new cause to find

`cause I wanted something different

than this old life of mine.

I was tired of being country

I was tired of being poor

I was going up to Elkton

Get ajob and maybe more.

Well, I didn't find ajob

But I met a married man

Now I'm alone and I take comfort

In the bottle when I can

In a two room apartment

In a mean and dirty tour

VThle at night in my mind

I'm happy homeward bound

I'm a two lane woman

On a four lane road

And I'm goin too fast
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With too heavy a load

Oh the pain is at hand

And my spirit is broke

I'm a two lane woman

Oh a four lane road.

(1-28)

"Two Lane Woman" emphasizes the necessity of leaving home to find a job,

traversing betweeh what poets perceived to be two entirely different worlds, the

traditional and the modem. They feel that the modem world allows no place to nurture

ancestral spirits. These anthologies contain poems ripe with a series of images that

establish conespondences between the land and the ancestry of the pcople. The landscape

itself contained the souls of the ancestors and became a shrine to family. Blood literally

coming out of the earth is a theme of so many of these poems that I must conclude that

something in the .consciousness of these poets, something archetypal, prophetic, intrinsic

to Native Amedcan religion pemeates in these poems. Blood becomes the vehicle for

transmission of culture. Mary Jane identified it as "Blood cries out to us from the

ground." In many of these poems, old homaplaces or the ruins of abandoned fams are

inschbed with human foms. Something has imploded there, not bombs, but people are

alienated and displaced by economic and political factors as is indicated in this poem by

Rudy Thomas:
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Encounter

The big stones of the chimney behind the house

socked up my grandmother

her face is smooth, young again

within the polished stone

she used to whet her blades.

Her hair is no longer grey.

I crawl in and out of the mortar

like an insect under a door

recall my youth

my grandmother' s face wrinldes again

her hair tuns gray

I cannot stay

I take my knife

whet the wrinkles smooth with rapid strokes

across the polished stone.

(1-15)

Thomas finds his grandmother inside the ruin, joins her throuch the mortar

that holds the ruin together, and makes her young again. The new generation

resurrects the old. In so many of these poems, the writers define their search for
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identity throuch their ancestors. This was largely the purpose of Mary Jane's

work. She established her identity there, life among the continuity of death,life

inseparable from the land as in her poem "Forever Alive":

I am wounded with strip mining

And tourism gone mad in a natural

World

But I an not dead

I am alive in the everlasting

Beauty and hope of mountain children

I am alive in the young fanner

On a few rocky acres of ground

I am alive in the young woman

Gone outside to become educated

And come home to live and work

I am alive in the old woman

Teaching her grandchild to make

Hickory bush brooms.

I am alive in the white hell

Of winter

In the new life softness of spring

(11-27)
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Mary Jane belonged to two poetry movements at once, one a regional heritage

movement, and the other, a group of confessional women poets exploring sexual and

marital issues during the 1960s and 1970s. Part of her duality was her ability to stretch

the borders of her own culture into cutting edge definitions of finininity along with other

women of her generation.

. . . contemporary women struggling in their poetry with a history of oppression

and silence: intemally conflicted by a literary legacy and culture that defines the

thinking, speaking, whting sexual woman as monstrous. These poets seek

autonomous selves free to express anger, represent the female body and female

eroticism, and explore the possibilities of female language and genes."

(Kirkpatrick 1 84)

"Forty Forth Birthday of a Prostitute" was written for a close fiiend of Mary

Jane's who ``grew up, hit on hard times and so became a lady of the night. She had her

ficht with drugs and lost. There, but for the grace of God, go you or I"

I've been laid

And pald

With no contact made

|7ve been used

Abused

So that you're amused
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I've been soucht

and bought

with no second thoucht

I've been scorned;

Adorned

with roses and thorns

I've been lied

and tried

and sometimes denied

but I don't think I've ever

been loved

(1-16)

In "Bubble Bath for the Soul," she continues the theme of emotionally unresponsive men.

She whtes, "I'm a good time givl from the word say go/and there ain't much that I don't

knowfout knowing you gave me a throw/you made me feel pure again" Most of her

poems about love reach the sane conclusion: love is leverage, a power struggle she can't

win. "Why is it that men get homey/And women get lonely? And they usually trade

even.'j Mary Jane has experienced the feelings she lines up in ``Forty Fourth Birthday."

Abused, bought, scorned, lied to, and paid were used to sum up her relationships with

men.
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Throuch the psychic door of poetry, Mary Jane enters a healing space and begivs

to identify and explore her feelings of sexuality. Brutal experiences that were part of her

reality were not addressed openly, but introduced in these poems. Kirlapatrick explains

how the poetic images obliquely cany the weicht of remembrance:

Traumatic memories are encoded not narratively, but in images and feelings, both

emotional and physical. Thus, the traumatic experience cannot be directly referred

to but must be remembered, reconstructed and worked throuch indirectly in an

address with another. That is why poetry allows us to witness as survivors to

having survived and to witness others' survival. . . (Kirkpathck 3).

Mary Jane expresses her own need for love and those of her ffiend's in the

``Prostitute" birthday poem. Shared experiences with men have been largely absent of

love and nurturing. The image of the two lane road juxtaposed with the coming of the

interstate higivay and all the modem problems it carries with it, allows her to experience

and know her own feelings. In a poignant black and white photograph, a young Mary

Jane leans against the hood of a car along side her stepfather Colden Crump. Her face is

exposed, anxious and sad. Althouch as a woman she has shed the good Christian image

of the self-sacrificing wife and mother, Mary Jane does not travel far enough to escape

self-destructive family patterns. She does not leave home. Ideolorically, she can't leave

sexual guilt behind her. Defining herself as a `Cblack sinner," Mary Jane understood how

the town society of Boone viewed Pottertown as an enclave of degenerative mountain

culture. Within the community, residents expressed that throughout their school years,

they were burdened by their perception of the Pottertown stigma.
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Icaving Home

A member of the oridnal groundsweu of reSonal poets, RIta Quillen is a poet of

place from Stone Gap, Virrinia. In her insichtful treatment of four poets in B[ati]±g

Ground: Contemoorarv Amalachian Poetrv. Quillen deals not only with the writer' s

struggle to identify his or her role in place, but extends the discussion to the poet's

paradoxical reluctance and desire to leave his mountain past. Quillen' s discussion is

pertinent to Mary Jane's life, in part, because of Mary Jane's ffled attempts to leave

home. Astutely, Quillen shows us how poet Fred Chappell expledes the quth of a perfect

ppast that Mary Jane employs in her whting, the "envial>le" lifestyle of the pioneer free to

mmakehislivingfromnatureandhusbandry,tomakeanduseeverythingheneeded.

Chappell provides countexpoint to Mary Jane's romanticizing.

Quillen notes that "Chappell brings the past forward without denying its difficult

hold on his life" (33). "Christ, three generations of a house alive, still strangling one

another" (24). Her discussion sheds licht on Mary Jane's difficulty in distancing herself

from her mother. Mary Jane' s relationship with Ruby was volatile and often detrimental.

MMaryJane'shalfsisterRedeccaCrunpkapthermotheratadistance@ou8lass2004),

but Mary Jane could not break away from Ruby's influence.

Quillen is interested in the common themes she sees at play in the poems of

Robert Mongan, PJ. Laska, Jim Wayne Miller, and Fred Chappell. She notes that `They

have been to town and are tr)ring to make sense of what they see" (3). She observes that

each is a native of the Appalachian recton who leaves an agrarian community bchind in

order to enter the academic world (3). She quotes Miller in her discussion of how the new
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Appalachian poet is reduilding an identity from the images of the past, the `hebirth" that

Miller calls for in his brier poems. "A coming crape, a new room and view/Rose from old

flooring/Two times mingled, Fresh sawdust/spumed yellow as sunlight from old timber"

(16). Quillen writes that Miller "sees not only the spiritual danger [of losing comection

with ones past] but also the physical danger [of remaining in], the violence horn of

poverty and frustration" (31 ).

Quillen observes that Chappell's poetry is dealing with establishing selthoed and

breaking away from family. (25) In Rural Communities in the Aooalachian South., where

Patricia Beaver began a lifetime study of mountain culture, she concludes that family

serves both to help and to hold back individuals deeply involved in the kinship netwocks.

This difficult balance is the subject of much Appalachian poetry and fiction. The mythic

past, the loving family that Mary Jane embraced in her whting appears one dinensional.

It is romanticized both in subject matter and its presentation. Unlike Miller and Chappell,

MMaryJanedoesnotrecognizethedangertotheindividualtr}ingtotranscendtheborders

of family in order to break free from an unhealthy past. As Quillen notes, Chappell's

work is valuable in understanding the Appalachian experience of emerging from mral

areas to cleave to town and college:

"Chappell' s persona continues telling us about the hardship of Appalachian life -

the floods, the poor land, the lack of work and hope -throuch different voices he

hears as he stands there on a hill. And again on his 35th. birthday, as on every

birthday of his life, he has to turn his back on it. He must move ["away from the

poor land'| onto. the life he has chosen for hinself." (31)
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Mary Jane's birthdays came and went and she could not leave home. She refused

to trade her waitress unifom for a suit and follow Miller, Wiilians, and Chappell into the

•   white collar academic setting. Had she lived, June 22nd, 2004, would have been her 57th

birthday. Twice in her life she attempted to le.ave the region, once in her twenties when

she was brougiv back by her husband Charles Woodard and her mother, and once after

she finished serving her jail time in 1983. Her dauchter, Caroline Woodard, traveled with

her to the University of Kentucky in Lexington to explore the campus where, encouraged

by writer Gumey Norman, Mary Jane planned to work on a Ph.D. at the university. This

discussion prompts the question: had Mary Jane had removed herself from the family

culture of alcoholism would she be alive today?

In a swearing statement, Mary Jane declared what a shame it would be if

mountain people were to leave the area to marry outside and lose their bloodlines. As a

graduate student, she was dearly engaged in embracing her own cultural heritage. While

she was studving at ASU, she was mostly sober and druggivg only moderately. At the

same time she was getting her degree, she was playing Bonnie to her lover's Clyde. Poet

Gcorge Ella Lyon stated that "poetry is rooted in paradox" . . . `this recognition of

paradox, its mission work among the unrecognizable forces in our lives is a fomi of

healing" (14). Mary Jane writes that there is a saving grace in her poetry, that `twithout

her writing she would have shot someone like poor old mama did." Her divided life

remained divided.

Mary Jane was not able to wrap herself in the robe of academia. Caroline said that

her mother did not want the obligation that cane with a serious job. And while this may
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be true, it is more likely that lack of self esteem or self confidence prevented her from

seeking a teaching position. In addition, her growing alcoholism was an impediment to

work. Her death certificate lists `twaitress" as her occupation. That fact is a testimony to

the idea that she did not "get above her raisin."

Mary Jane worked a number ofjobs including telephone operator, furniture

factory worker, and waitress to finance her education. She departed from the worlaplace

only when she realized that selling drugs "could make her more money than a wage labor

job (Wrye 19). f`Mary Jane found herself conflicted by the struggle to climb out of a

working class position and expedence a life not filled with work. However, `the cycle of

these past generations nurtured Mary Jane's soul resulting in a perpetual working class

position " (6). As Wrye, who knew and interviewed Mary Jane deftly observed, Mary

Jane was a member of an embattled and fierce sisterhood. Mary Jane's decision to choose

a reality that departed from raising children, keeping house, and serving God and man

"separated Mary Jane from other rural women of her generation," and that was `the

scariest thing I had ever done" Mary Jane confined (Wrye 17). Would her success be

viewed as betrayal by her family?

She looked up the dirt road to the cabin where her second cousin, Mary Faye,

lived now. Mary Faye is Ruth's girl and she's a good un, too. She's goin to

school, that big college in town, and for all that education she still lives poor like

we do and ain't changed a bit. She ain't got the big head like lots of folks would

have if they had a college degree and was workin' on another. She still loves these

mountains just like she did when Dad give Ruth the land to build the cabin on.
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She believes in spirits, too, and said sometimes the old Allisous who died way

back yonder talked to her when the wind blowed." ("Four Women" 1)



CHAPTER FIVE
Jail Jounal

Mary Jane's time in jail resulted in a cast of characters being introduced into her

whting -an assorfuent of women who embodied a number of personal, familial, social,

and psycholodcal elements served time in the Caldwell Countyjail while Mary Jane did

ninety days for common law robbery in the Caldwell County Jail in Lenoir. These

women and their problems interfaced with her dysfunctional nature. Basically, Mary Jane

continued researching women's issues as she had in her thesis. Appropriately, she

finished her master's degree while waiting for her trial date and carried her thesis into jail

with her. In her thesis, Changes in Traditional Ai]oalachian Familv Patterns Broucht On

bv Socioeconomic Change. Mary Jane identified a key theme in the lives of `he-ently'

women who must apan the transition into modem society. Althouch women's roles were

expanded beyond the care for home and children and into the labor market during the

1960s and 1970s, many Appalachian men fuled to respond by helping out in the home.

Women were becoming economically independent and were asking why "along with the

burden of public work, household responsibility is still primarily theirs" (``Jail Journal"

51, 52). Being with these disenfranchised women focused her thouchts on modemism.

Mary Jane observed that in her lifetime she saw the demise of the small fain in

Meat Camp as she became one of the many women who went off to work in low wage

industries. Mary Jane's thesis focused on the stereot)ping of.Appalachian youth, and on

85
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relidon and the faniily as it was impacted by chandng sex roles. The women she

encountered in jail extended and enhanced the life histories contained in her thesis. Mary

Jane' s jail conviction went counter to almost everyone' s thinking that hither education

could allow lower classes to ascend to professional careers. Early in the journal she wrote

about meeting with her probation officer who expressed surprise that she was so well

educated. Flippantly, Mary Jane wrote: ``See mom, education does not keep one from

going astray, blowing away, or having a day in court" (6).

Why did she do it? Why did she drive the get-away car for her lover Joey Hull

when he robbed the home of an elderly lady in Lenoir? Mary Jane addresses that in her

journal, but only in a joking manner:

Mull ®robation officer) wanted to know why a person like me did what I did.

Dnmk, I explained .... Alas, poor Mull, you may never know the joys, chains,

and pure ecstasy J. could show a woman (not to mention his beautiful equipment

that was bigger around than my wrist; yes, my wrist and 8 in. when standing at

attention.) AIl this, plus on my third day of drinking gin and Triple Peach which

does strange things to my logic. (6)

``1 finally realized why I am here and it has nothing to do with the robbery. It's

. pure kama and an awesome opportunity to write if I just work on it." Using the

language of sociology she declared, "As one reads this paper, shethe should keep

in mind the deteriorating effect incarceration has on one's brain" (1).

Despite the fact that Mary Jane viewed jail as an opportunity for reflection, her flippant

attitude soon gave way to the reality of the situation. On the first day she created a journal
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entry that expressed her fear of being imprisoned in such a small space, of being strip

searched, and being in a cell with other "criminals:"

Day I, September 21,1983, sentenced. Moved into a 7 by 15 cell (not counting

bed cells) w/2 women. One (age 37) awaiting trial for M [assuming this means

murder] of husband, the other, (age 43) for forging prescriptions. One woman had

been here for 40 days, second woman, 35 days. They seemed to be holding up

well. (draw a floor plan.) I was strip-searched downstairs before coming up.

(Why? Fill in) We are on second floor, men below and above us.

(Communications system, funny to see). They gave me one sheet and one blanket

(no pillow) 1 wash cloth, 1 small towel (very small) I can't explain my feelings. I

was numb and relieved and afraid I'd go crazy in such a small space for 90 days.

No pillow. We micht smother one another. (1)

During her first thirty days in jail, Mary Jane devises several strategies to help her

adjust to life in confinement. She remains as calm as possible. She wants to stay in good

health and notes that if you get sick in jail you may not get the help you need. A woman

in the cell is suffding from bleeding hemonhoids, and the woman's cellmates have to

beg the jailers to get her to a surgeon. "My uncle died here in this veryjail seventeen

years ago. He went into D.T.s and died hollering for his mama while the jailer yelled over

the intercom, shut up" (35). Her uncle, Glen Ellison, was an alcoholic whose death

certificate shows that he died on October 8, 1969, from drinking isopropyl and ethanol

alcohol.
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Mary Jane was dctemined to stay in control. To keep from "getting fat" and to

safeguard against going crazy from the boredom, she finds a way to jog in jail using one

of the corridors. When the food makes her ill, she limits her calories and gets some fresh

fruit from one of the jailers. She gets a prescription for her `herves" from her doctor, and

she networks her kinfolk on the outside to get the books, paper, jigsaw purzles, letters to

read, clothes, and sundries delivered on finily visits. She recognizes that she should be

out helping Granny Mary who has been ill, and her heart goes out to Caroline, who has to

assume responsibility beyond her sixteen years. She mentions Caroline frequently in the

journal, and notes that Caroline is breaking up with her boyffiend who is not good

enouch for her, but is someone to lean on while her mama is in jail.

I just got a letter from Caroline and she is still sick and feeling down. She has so

much to cope witli, running the house and managing what little money we have. I

hurt so much knowing she's feeling so alone. It's all my fault for making such a

stupid mistake, and being here. The real pain is not what happens to me but how

iny children suffer. She needs me to hold her and pet her. I still do that though

she's as big as I an. Kids always need their Mana's love. This is the worst I've

felt since I've been here, knowing I can't help her." (28)

But Mary Jane does not Sve in to her emotions even though she wants to. In jail,

she honestly describes her illness. ``Remember, no one sees the inside cracks but you"

(21).

I feel as thouch my body and soul are fashioned from some thin, exquisite glass

®erhaps I was blown by a master glass blower) and before they put my head on
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they filled me to the top with feelings and emotions. After my head was attached I

was told by some michty power ®erhaps my own sensitive soul) that if I wanted

these emotions out, then the glass that I'm surrounded with would have to be

broken. I'm cadyng these emotions well, there are a few cracks in my glass but

I'm not broken yet. I think I see tiny Cracks on the inside, almost everywhere but

folks on the outside see only the outside cracks, and say, "My, isn't that a strong

piece of glass?" . . . I don't cry; don't intend to cry ever again. (9)

She notes that she is doing well compared to some of the women who pass

throuch the Caldwell County jail. Domestic abuse victins, alcoholics, and just some

plain simple minded women pass throuch her cell, and she observes them all. But as

always, Mary Jane is assessing her own situation very differently. She does not apply

analysis of other inmates to her own problems. She Sves "Sn and Triple Peach" the

credit for her inational behavior. "Crazy, drunk" people are viewed differently by law

enforcement officials who become their zoo keepers, as Mary Jane referred to them. The

crazy drunks wind up in cells next to Mary Jane's.

In the last ten years of her life, a series of drunken episodes sent her repeatedly to

the Boone jail, where generations of Ellisous, Snyders, and Potters are known to long-

time members the staff. Real "outlaws" don't go to the health care system for help. They

clog the judicial system, which is weary with dealing constantly with drunks and drug

addicts. Outlaws get dnmlq get sick, they throw up, they scream, they destroy jail cells

and police cars, (Woodard 2002) and generally are "lost causes," doomed by their nature.

Mountaineer fatalism is a primary subject for Hany Caudill, the controversial author of
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Nicht Comes to the Cunberlands. "The mountaineer has become dapressindy defeatist

in attitude. Company domination and paternalism and two decades of uninspired

Welfarism have induced beliof that control of his destiny is in other hands" (Caudill 392).

Mary Jane expressed resignation by writing that she was never going to cry again.

She viewed jall as the inevitable result of her drugSng and alcohol addiction. Dnmks did

wiong and they suffered for it, caused suffchng, and went uncorrected as long as

piessfole. Drunks felt they deserved what had happened to them in some way because

they lacked self esteem. No one told them any different, that it micht be illness and not

evil doing. Keefe suggests that how Mary Jane perceived her illness as coming from her

own failings, or as Mary Jane put it folack sin," is an important reason why she failed to

seck mental health care early on. Keefe identified `twill of God or supernatural causes

such as sin" (126) as impedinents to accessing mental health providers.

Social services were not widely available in Watauga County when Mary Jane

married at the age of sixteen and cliinbed the mountain with Charles Woodard. Her

family was her only support group. Her emotional illness went untreated for many years.

Later in life, she researched mental health services for low-income women.

What is said about sidmess in general is the tnie for mental illness; the

mountaineer cannot accept it. `Poor nerves' or `womrout' nerves are blamed for

such disturbances. The psychiatrists care can be accepted only if he is called a

`nerve doctor.' The whole subject of mental illness is simply foreign to mountain

people.. (Caudill 1 1 9)
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Althouch Mary Jane possessed an understanding of mental health services through her

experience in graduate school, she did not seek out those services.

Mary Jane was actively engaged in perpetuating mountain in)th and lore. Her

illness, like that of many of her ancestors, was not suppressed. Sober and in school Mary

Jane assisted Pat Beaver in conducting mental health workshops on a local and national

level. This was in keeping with her personality as a Good Samaritan. She took people

into her home, fed thenL and would stop along the roadside to offer help to stranded

motorists (Wdodard, Jake 2005).

When Mary Jane was drunk, the full extent of her suffding was visible. `They

were the best women," son Jacob Woodard testified, `fout when they were dnmk the devil

took over" (Woodard 2005). Crying, screaming, violently attacking men, walking to the

higivay to flag down rides in the middle of the nicht, and in general being flagrantly

careless with her own life, were typical manifestations of her illness. Hadn't her mother

dealt with problems in a like manner? Hadn't her aunts and cousins done the same, some

opting for suicide, some for murder? She wove her illness into her art articulating it in the

journal. She likened herself to glass, frarile, ready to aplinter. For years, Mary Jane

refused any kind of psycholoScal trcatment that would have interrupted historical

patterns of dealing with emotional illness?

Jack Weller, author of Yesterdav's Peonle noted that in contrast to the cowboy,

the mountain individualist suflined from an inage of hopelessness and laziness:

Who has not been confronted by a picture of the bare-footed man in ill-fitting

homemade clothes with a jug over one shoulder and his rifle in his hand? IIis
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supposedly affinity for `com in the bottle,' his shiftlessness and his outmoded

speech are staples of this clink which he makes illegally. Drinking was his

dounfall (28).

On a finily outing with her children, a young Ruby Crump and her lover pose before the

backdrop of a covered wagon with demijohns in their hands tipped naturally to their lips.

Ruby Ellison fully embraced the hillbilly stercotype.

Mary Jane's jail journal explores why women, especially poor or alcoholic

women, find theniselves in countyjalls. A few of the women she meets are arrested for

passing bad checks. She knows about two women, one in her cell, arrested for murdering

their husbands. She has great sympathy for a sixty-year-old woman who comes into jail

bruised, with a broken hand because her husband `1ised her for a punching bag. She

oucht to wait till he's asleep and bash his brains out or at least break his leg" (25). She

notes that if the elderly woman was left on her own, the woman would draw only $200.00

in social security, and probably stays with an abusive man in order to have food and

shelter. Experiencing these inmates has a profoind inpact on Mary Jane. She sees the

injustice of their situation and she sees a kind of "chost of Christmas future" in this

particular inmate. "Lord, please don't let me wind up that way" (25). When they bring in

another dnmk woman who screams during the nicht she wonders, "Could this be me

several years down the road? No way. But it dves me more reason not to drink" (38).

Prophetic, her fears were realized during the last ten years of her life. Mary Jane was

institutionalized in a Morganton mental hospital on several occasions during her longest

episodes of alcoholism. Thouch Mary Jane had transcended her history, she never really
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believed that she could escape it throuch her education Ororetz 2004). The jail

reverberated with voices like hers, the voices of shattered women.

We got a new givl tonicht. The poor old thing is in for shoplifting a tube of

lipstick. . . She is not brigiv at all and her story is incredible to say the least. Social

services has her children in a foster home; the four year old was sexually

assaulted supposedly by her brother-in-law. He fled the country along with her

husband. Pricilla seems hamless, not cruel at¢all, and just very sinple. (36)

A second inmate was broucht in for writing bad checks. She shot her husband

earlier, but was not charged for it since "he'd been shooting at her car . . . trying to set her

house on fire." The women in the Caldwell Jail are engaged in an insurgency to defeat

male tenorism. It's a war that Mary Jane is ultinately going to lose.

Mary Jane touches on her own situation, but does not write ip depth about her

experience or the experiences of women in Potteftown. The situations of other inmates

outlined in this journal reflect real life situations for her family members. The issues

include multiple foms of abuse, abandonment,life threatening assaults, and sexual

violence. Mary Jane spent a lifetime creating and presenting an alternative identity in

response to abusive relationships with men. She carried that identity forward like a shield

against the forces of confinement.

She focuses on documenting the many faniily visits and letters. She. is in contact

with her sister Becky, her stay-father Colden, Ruby, her birth father who travels from

Ohio to visit her and bring cash, Granny Mary, her ffiend Fran Dou9lass, who has been in

jail and knows the drill, and long-time lover Doug Kerce. Ruby is drinking and causing
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trouble while Mary Jane is in jail. Mary Jane whtes that the real problem with her mother

Ruby is that she was given away by her mother at the age of six and `inever felt loved

enouch" (23). Althouch she has dealt with her mother's feelings of abandonment, not

once does Mary Jane write her own response to being given to Mary. Clearly, Mary Jane

regrets filing her dauchter Caroline and her sons, David, Michael, and Jacob. The state

•ofhermotherhoodisac;ncemthrouchoutthejoumal.Thejoumalintroducesanunber

of issues that affect the women in Mary Jane's family, reflecting the mental health,

economic, and social issues that many women in Pottertown confronted daily.

Prison Letter to her Children

h thejoumal, Mary Jane deschbes her suroundings and profiles the jail staff.

She is adapt at fast character sketches. She quickly settles on heroes and villains. "Third

shift jailer. No one likes Spears because he's on an incredible power trip. He has no

authority at all; he's just a jailer. He is a big tattle-tale. He made so many entries in the

log book that they told him to stop writing down every tiny thing. He bathes in Mennen

Skin Bracer" (4). Mary Jane is a careful researcher, documenting the "zoo keepers" and

the irmates well.

She carries on the family tradition of writing and valuing prison letters. Mary

Jane's papers contained the prison letters written to Betty Jean by her jailed lover, while

Betty Jean is serving time for double murder. Mary Jane combines her observations with

her own periods of introspection, because in jail she at last has time to reflect oh her life,

and she considers her flaws as a mother.  `Tor the first tine in 21 years I am not in charge

of anything; not kids; keeping house; panpering some jerk of a man .... Going to school,
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working and scrounging like hell for a living (31). Jail is a cathartic time for

contemplation and making plans for an improved future. The journal provides insicht into

her life and writing that cannot be found elsewhere in such detail in her short fiction.

In a letter she penned to her children and attached to the front of herjoumal, Mary

Jane expresses gratitude that the judge gave her just a long enouch sentence to reflect on

her life and to get another chance at being a good mother. The letter seeks closeness and

forgiveness, heals loss, and puts past hurts behind her. Her writing is a part of her own

preschption for healing. She finds redemption in jail, one more chance to be born again.

Mary Jane was planning to leave jail, having remade herself as she had done many times.

Writing had helped her to shed an old skin before. Each time she put words to a page she

transfomed a part of her old self, often a negative aspect. This letter reflects her desire to

begin life with renewed vigor and hope. How odd, I had thougiv as I watched Mary Jane

preparing to serve her sentence by putting her business affairs in order and collecting

writing supplies to use in jail, that she seemed almost relieved to be going. She was

already prewriting in her mind. Following her release, Mary Jane made plans to continue

her education at the University of Kentucky, becoming involved in the Appalachian

Studies center.

November 11,1983

My Dearest Children,

Tonight is Thanksgivng eve and I've been thinking a lot about what I have to be

thankful for. I have my children and Doug and my family and my little home in

the mountains. Do you know, Babies, what else I have to be thankful for? As I sit
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her, on the eve of my 64th day in jail, I am so very thankful to God that I an here.

Now don't think I am crazy because at this moment I am more sane than I have

been in a long tine and here is the reason I am so thankful to be in j.ail. For the

first time in my life, I have had to slow down, and I have had tine to think, really

thing about my life and the mistakes I've made, I don't feel too bad about the

mistakes because they are in the past and over and done with. I have done some

good things in my life too. The Lord, or this is how it seems to me anyway, has

stepped in and stopped me at this little mistake and let the judge put me here for

ninety days so I could figure out who I really ant and what I should be doing with

in life. It was only through the I.ord's intervention and mercy that the judge didn't

Sve me three years in Raleich. [When in court, Mary Jane's detemination and

motivation to thrive in society - whichever world she chose - was noticeable to

the cout and especially to the judge deciding her fate (Wrye 20)]

Maybe the Lord thought I was smart enouch to figure out in ninety days what was

wrong with my life and didn't need three years. Whatever the reason I have

thoucht and thoucht about my life and just how lucky I am to have done all the

Crazy things I've done and not be dead or in prison . . . I feel as thouch the Lord is

giving me a second chance, a chance to make up for the hurt I have caused all of

you and my family and a chance to live a better life and to be the best Mama in

the world.

Now, this is what I want to do. When I get out, I'm not going to start

preaching to anyone [meaning her children and Doug] to stop drinking or doing
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crazy stuff. I ant going to start back to church, with God's help 1'11 never be dnmk

agaln, and I intend to get a divorce so me and Doug can get married if he wants

me so I won't be living in sin. As I said, I am not going to preach at anyone. I'm

not ready to give my life to the Lord yet. I know there are going to be many

temptations out there and it is real easy to set up here and talk about not sinning

cause up here there's not much to do but sin and cuss Sarge. . .Like I said, I

neededtimetofiguremyselfout.Itwon'tbeeasylivingwithabunchofdrunks,

ha-ha! And not drinking myself but I think I can do it. From now on, 1'11 help

Mary pour it out. No, I was just kidding. . . You can figure out who you are you

side. I love you four people with all my heart and I do know, whether you do or

not, that the I,ord is taldng care of you as he does all of us.

LOve'
Mama

Here's a little thing I wrote for you all:

Because You're Mine

Because you're mine

I look at you and sometimes have to hold

Back tears of pride and happiness

Not because you're the smartest kind in

The World,

Not because you've done something famous

And not because you never make mistakes

But just because you're mine
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Because a miracle happened when you were

Born and

When they placed you in my arms

I felt like the queen of the world

And as I watched you grow,

And you returned my love in so many ways

I always felt so proud of you

When I look at you

I see the handsomest sons and the prettiest

Daughter any woman could have

And I know that indeed I am blessed

Because you're mine

I love you sweet babies

Love, .Mama

November 1983

The jail journal is a more honest assessment of her life and her situation. It

becomes a daily account of her expedences and feelings, not often the medium for

mytholodzing. Mary Jane closes the journal with the thoucht that she can leave without

"fear of losing identity" (47). In 1983 Mary Jane was thirty-seven-years-old. She had

changed identities numerous times, shedding an old skin for a new. She saw a new life

ahead of her, a life free of alcohol addiction. She has a.realization that "I thoucht I had

the upper-hand and was very independent but I was so bound to my suroundings that I
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had no freedom inside . . .I was never free. . ." (46). The world of hopefulness that she

embraced in the eichties gave way to intense periods of alcoholism during the nineties.

On October 10, 1998, she wrote another important letter; another ``Dear John" letter to an

intimate ffiend. Cince again in the safety of the classrooms of Sanford Hall, she found her

center.

Dear Fellas, Jack, Jin, M. Vodka and Bud,

It's about 4:30 in the afternoon and I'm going out later so I thoucht I'd write a

few lines to let you know how I've been. You haven't seen me in a few weeks

now and I figured you'd be wondering where I was.

One thing for sure, I've been staying away from old ffiends like you. I

guess this is a good-bye letter; in fact, I'm sure it is. I don't intend to see you all

anymore. I just plain don't like you all anymore. Oh, in the beSnning we had

some good times, some high old times. I'd invite you over for a weekend for a

few days now and again, then send you packing after a time. I really didn't want

you to leave and you sure were agreeable to move right in. Don't get me wrong;

it's not your fault. You couldn't have stayed had I not come to pick you up, but

you sure wanted control once you got here. Slowly but surely, that's what

happened. You gained control of my life and it took me about fifteen years to

realize that. At first, we worked OK together. I still functioned: kept a job, a place

to live, and a car. I took as good a care of my kids as I could. They were teenagers

then and didn't need me as much or so I fooled myself into thinking. I was wrong.

For the past seven years you've been almost a constant companion, going to work
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with me in my pocket book, or always hidden in the car somewhere. Since I

stopped work four years ago, you've really stuck by my side, taking the place of

almost everything that mattered to me. You cost me lots and lots of money, social

interaction, fiiends and relationships with family. You helped me to worry my

mama and grany and awful lot. You were always around in times of crisis. You

were there full force when a drunk in a blackout killed my last husband. You

helped the one who died before bin along with crisis and diabetes, and after each

death, the husbands, Granny and Mama, I tuned to you even more. I slept with

you under the pillow in case a family member tried to take you away in the night.

By then, you were a constant in my life and definitely there for the domestic

violence. I have wonderful grandchildren and before things

got too bad, they'd come visit on the weekends. I'd sneak a couple in the

moming, and then one at lunch and at 2:00 or 3 :00 after they were in.

This is all there was. . . (Letters 3)

Young Women in Pottertown

The expedence of women in Pottertown seems inseparable from the issues that

inmates contribute to the subject matter of Mary Jane's `1ems of imprisonment." As late

as the 1970s, law enforcement had no presence there. Alcoholism and violence were

prevalent among the Snyder, Ellison, and Potter families. The area was extremely

isolated, so isolated that cousin marriage was common, and it came to the attention of

mainstreani medical professionals. Conditions were ripe in the community for the

exploitation of young girls. The practice of cousin marriage brought this isolated
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community to the attention of the medical community. The "Watauga Study" was

conducted by the Bowman Gray School of Medicine in Winston Salem, North Carolina.

Doctors conducted genealorical and medical surveys of three quarters of the Watauga

County population in order to search for genetic defects like hemophilia or skeletal

defects associated with inbreeding. They interviewed people in their homes and

administered intelligence tests, compiling extensive genealogies of watauga families.

Interviewers were only interested in genetic flaws; they had no intention of addressing

real social or medical issues. With callous abandon, one doctor answered a note sent back

to Bowman Gray by saying if you think she is a bleeder, then "shoot her down here and

we'11 give her the works."

Young girls who were al]used by older males may not have reported the abuse for

fear of being blamed. Rape victims did not seek mental health counseling or expose their

violators, because this would involve betraying family members. In addition, the culture

of cousin marriage limits exposure not just to sexual partners, but to outside points of

view. The hick rate of alcoholism, drug addiction, and suicide in Mary Jane's farnily, and

her own `bassive" suicide could be linked to victimization. Some women in her family

exhibit signs of post traumatic stress synd.rome. The murder ballads that Mary Kincaid

sang to Mary Jane were filled with stories of young, sexually compromised and murdered

Women.

Mary Jane, who was in constant fear of men during the last few years of her life,

carried both a gun and a knife Gurkett 2004). Her mother Ruby may have killed a man

she shot in a crowded hanky tonk. (Douglass 2004). One of Mary Jane's female cousins
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was convicted of double murder, and others tuned the violence against themselves. And

finally, the sexual culture played out by Ruby Crump and Mary Jane set up a culture

based on sexual prowess. Women became empowered throuch their ability to seduce and

gain control of their men, as Mary Jane indicated in her romance novels.

Pastor Tin Smith noted that Mary Jane been an abuse victim. She was in a

domestic violence situation while she was a member of his church. `Thou8hout her life

there were sit`ratious of personal abuse. That and part of what I don't know if Mary Jane

understood was that's not the way it's supposed to be. I think maybe part of the reason

she didn't write about it is that she micht have assumed that this is what happens to

people. There was definitely some physical abuse, sexual abuse . . .the neichborhood she

grew up in that reality is rampant and the nom and certainly where she grew up women

and children in that community when she was a child in part were pretty much just

knocked around and used fairly regularly, and I recall Mary Jane sort of alluding to that

but not as a part of her brokenness" (Smith 2004). Smith's observation was collaborated

by Betty Burkett who grew up in the community.

Mary Jane may have felt that she deserved what happened to her because of her

bad behavior. "I could go to her, [the mountain] a black sinner in my heart and her sweet

and gentle breath, the wind that played about my face and body, would cleanse me surely  .

as a blessing from above" (``Tanarack Tales" 1). Ironically, she tuned to the Lutheran

Church for comfort in the last years of her life. The Biblical shame associated with

sexuality, or percaptions of promiscuity as identity, as in Mary Jane's case, may have

prevented her from seeking help outside her family and community sphere. As
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Appalachian women, it was their role to be caretakers. One of Mary Jane's primary

identities was sexual, and this was in direct opposition to her role as a religious mountain

mother, or "Mary of the Mountain."  Truly divided, Mary Jane saw the devil perched on

one shoulder and an angel on the other. Guilt could be'the only end result.

Mary Jane's best ffiend and companion from "Hill House" stated that the men in

the family preyed on young girls who remained silent. One of her uncles `bulled a gun on

me and told me he would have a piece of my ass" (Dou8lass 2004). In response to such

violence, Mary Jane and her mother in turn became predatory, looking for relationships

with young men, the younger the better, according to Doutlass. Ruby had a long running

love affiir with a young man, and Mary Jane liked them young. (Douglass 2004). Ruby

met her young lover in secret at the Meat Carp cabin ("Four Appalachian Women 9).

Mary Jane was hostile toward men and she partially explained why. `Ninety

percent of the men I know are dumb, even the ones who are supposed to be smart. Men

run the system, the schools, the businesses; the entire world is run by men" (11). She

adds that she doesn't think that all men are idiots, but that "she could never count on

them. . .bar none I an stronger than any man I know when it comes to perseverance,

patience, and getting the job done, going to school, working, and scroungivg like hell for

a living" (1, ).

Why were several women in Mary Jane's family, including her mother, so violent

toward men? Why did Mary Jane almost beat her uncle Pink Ellison's son Don to death

with a hammer while he was passed out when they were on the mountain? (Woodard

2000) Why did her aunt Tempy and her cousin Hazel commit suicide? These extreme
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exanples of emotional inbalance were countered by Granny Mary Kincaid who became

Mary Jane's moral compass, the opposite of the wild and unpredictable Ruby Crump.

Granny Mary was Mary Jane's example of a "good" mountain mother, balancing the

other end of the scales. The women in Mary Jane's family provided exceptional models

of virfue and violence, a tichtrope which Mary Jane wanted to walk, but fell from over

and over again. The women were strong, as son Jacob Woodard noted. "They stood for

something" (Woodard 2005).

Mary Jane lived in two worlds, one immersed in feelings of receiving God's love

and sharing in his rifts, and the other filled with guilt that radiated from a fundanentalist

religious expedence. In the center of these extremes, she often chose community as a

moderating force. Engaged in academic or local community, she could model genuine

Christ-like love and compassion, expand her intellect, and continue to seek her mother' s

love and Granny Mary' s approval.

Mary Jane's ffiend and Pottertown resident, Betty Burkett, noted that each time

Mary Jane pulled away from men and alcohol her situation improved, but she kept going

back (Burkett 2004) and that habit, coupled with her history, may have landed her in a

final, abusive relationship with Marshall Coffee.

Predatory relationships with women, bectnning with Wib Snyder who was

murdered by his sons for abducting a young girl, may well have been a patriarchal

privilege canted by Pottertown men into the twentieth century. Borderland towns like

Pottertown, the `foackyard" sections of east coast and southern states, were considered to

be ungovernable on both sides of the law. As a result, fomer district attorney Tom
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Rusher noted as so many scholars of the rerion had done, that residents contrived their

own rules of conduct. Residents considered themselves as outlaws, and local police

officials considered Pottertown residents largely outside their jurisdiction as long as they

were only killing or ruling over each other. Boone law enforcement structures contributed

to the Pottertown reality. The community operated outside of the rule of law, and they

could only have done so with the blessing of the county coot system.

In the absence of the law as a balancing system, women embraced ideas of fierce

mountain independence. "The old ways, the ballads that were broucht from England and

handed down by word of mouth, the ability to make it on my own if I need be, the

awesome sense of knowing I am part of all this. I belong to this place" (Brooks 1976).

Beaver observed that Pottertown `tapresented a mythic past, a safe and secure place

where fanilies remained intact, and where poverty could be managed. With a reputation

for violence, drama, and eccentricity which characterized both Ruby's and Mary Jane' s

decisions as they managed their children - abandoning them, holding them close, relying

on multiple care givers - and managed poverty' Oeaver  2000).



CHAPTER SIX
Christian Myth: The Mature Writer

h her children's narratives, Mary Jane created a mythic place where Christian

tradition merged with nature on a maScal mountain in a children's story entitled

"Rainbow Reuben." Her lifestyle of alcohol, drugs, and men had aged her body and mind

and had resulted ih homelessness, but she continued to write. Raised in the Church of

Christ, and in need of medical help, help with her addiction, comfort and support, she    .

tuned to the church. It was at Grace Lutheran Church where she found unconditional

love (Smith 2004). One moming she cane to church and sat in the back comer, according

to Smith. She had connected with the church throuch the Hospitali.ty House where she

was staying, and throuch her participation in Alcoholics Anonymous.

She sort of shared a little bit about her wanting to be more spiritually centered and

that's a big part of the AA recovery, is the whole spiritual reality of God and the

hither power . . . I think at that particular time in her life she continued to grow in

God's sense of grace for her and love for her not contingent on her achievements.

You mention the red balloon about God's divine love [Mary Jane's illustrated

story] and so forth and I really think that whole concept was such a critical piece

of Mary Jane's life." (Smith 2004)

106
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An active church member, Mary Jane spoke to college students, taught Sunday

school,andbrouchthergranddauchterstochinch.Inonelastchangeofidentity,she

joinedthedraceLutheranChurchindowntownBoone,andembracedherroleas

grandmother to Caroline Woodard's two dauchters. She began to create oral narratives

for her granddauchters (Wbodard 2002). As a mature writer, she merged the elements of

oral tradition, the cadence of the ballad voice, the imagery of the mountain story telling

tradition, and her own need for solace and comfort in a story she designed for children

and was planning to publish. Along with "The Song Giver," the story of "Rainbow

Reuben" is a landmark story in the evolution of Mary Jane's writing and her life.

Rainbow Reuben was oriSnally an oral stoly that she created to entertain her youngest

granddauchter (Woodard 2002).

Rainbow Reuben had a little givl and her name was Sarah Jane. Sometimes Sarch

Jane went with Rainbow Reuben on his adventures, and sometimes she stayed at

hoine so that she could go to school. All little girls go to school, even in the land

of Make Do or Do Without, where rainbows are tacked in the sky with sugar

tacks.

One day Rainbow Reuben said, "Come with me today, Sarch Jane, and

help me tack up a rainbow over in dewdrop valley. Those folks over there are

pretty sad and I thing we could make them smile, don't you?"

`fwhy are they sad?" she asked. "Are they hungry or cold or lonely?"

Rainbow Reuben put several handfuls of sugar tacks into the silver and

gold bag, then he answered, "No honey. They're not cold or hungry on lonely.
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There's been a lot of rain and foggy weather over there lately, and I think the

folks would like to see a rainbow. They live in the Valley with high lovely

mountains so the fog is heavy when it's rainy."

He went into a very special room in his house, and Sarch Jane followed

him. "Be careful Sara Jane" he told her. `Ths is the rainbow room and there are

rainbows all over the place. Please don't stay on them."

And truly there were rainbows everywhere in the room. They were rolled

up and stacked against the walls; there were rainbows folded and lying on the

floor and even rainbows hanging from the ceiling.

Sara Jane had never been in the Rainbow Room before. Not many people

had. In fact, Rainbow Reuben only allowed his helpers, Mary of the Mountain,

and Sara Jane to go into the special room. "Oh, it's so beautiful in here. AIL the

colors in the world, all the colors I've ever seen are here in this room" cried Sarch

Jane. Indeed, the room was a sight to behold. The wonderful, warn rainbows

flowed with all the colors we see in a rainbow in the sky, after the sunshine

chases the rain away. The Rainbows were made of some stuff only the Master

Rainbow Maker knew how to make. They were very thin, and Sarch Jane could

see richt throuch the flowing, glirmering colors. "May I touch one please?" she

asked, reaching toward a folded rainbow on the floor.

`Yes, but be careful" said Rainbow Reuben as he gently placed several

rolled up rainbows in his gold and silver bag. He usually took a couple of extra

rainbows along just in case of an emergency. Once, while on his way to tack up a
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rainbow on Long Hope Mountain, he met an old, old woman who was lost and

almost frozen to death, and he wrapped her in a rainbow on Long Hope Mountain.

He led her out of the wild woods and down the mountain to her home, but surely

she would have frozen if he had not placed a sweet rainbow around her bony old

shoulders. That's another story thouch, and 1'11 tell you all about it some other

day. We still don't know what happened to Sarali Jane and Rainbow Reuben.

(1-2)

In only a few pages of this Christian in)th Mary Jane has related God to nature and

expressed God's love for Sarch Jane and for all the people of the `Valley." Amazingly,

Mary Jane introduces a fininine deity, Mary of the Mountain, the powerful female

principal inseparable from nature. (In "Reuben" she included members of her family,

including Lizzy, in her aside of her aged grandmother who nearly froze in the wild woods

as a small child carrying flour from the mill.) God comes from the mountain, from the

manifestation of nature, and he comes to every littl.e girl like Sarch Jane. Rainbow

Reuben enlists Sarch Jane's help. He tells her that if we are selfish the other people in the

valley will suffer and "forget how to smile" (2). This idca of givng to others is primary

in Mary Jane's world view. She gives freely of her time and few resources to people

within her view. "We must always share ralhbows with other folks because they don't

have enouch. If we share, then we are making other folks smile. . . (2)

Together, Reuben and Sarch Jane take the long trail throuch `the laurel thicket

and eranbeITy bog," a small trail that leads them down into Dew Drop Valley. They find

themselves immersed in fog and they hear a little boy hiding under a hucklebeny bush.
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The child asks for their help in brindng back the sun to his family. He is crying he says,

because "I haven't seen the sun in so long that I'm sure it's gone away forever. The crops

will die, and my dad will be sad" (3). Reuben has his rainbows but he cannot bring back

the sun alone. He enlists the help of the "fog Furies" who suck the fog the way we suck

milk throuch a straw (4). Mary Jane uses this common children's image to bring her

grandchildren into the story and ground them in the tale. The "fog-furly' bodies get

bigger and bigger until they float away revealing the sunlicht.

A beautiful image of Reuben climbing a Taniarack pine to nail up his rainbow

follows the clearing of the sky. The happy children shout directions to Reuben like

`hicher" or "it needs another tack." Reuben includes the children in his plan to save the

valley folk. He lets them calry his hammer and his bag on the way home, and he gives

them "a bite of rainbow to warm your tummy and make you smile with the inside part of

yourself ' (6). God is real and he supplies your needs, was her message to her young

granddauchters as she taucht them self worth.

In "Rainbow Reuben," Sarch Jane is united with the dark haired boy child. This

symbolizes Mary Jane's reunion with her brother Jake. They were reunited when they

visited the Long Hope together on family outings. I believe they are together in this story

•  as children engaged with themaster rainbow maker in lifting the fog from the world.

Suddenly she stopped. "Somcone's crying," she said. "I hear someone crying

there beside the huckleberry bush." She ran to the bush and looked behind it.

There sat a little black-haired boy, his head bent over. "What's wrong, little boy"

she asked, and patted him on the am. "Please don't cry." (3)
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Mary Jane is interpreting Christianity throuch the lens of her own relirious and `emotional

expchence on The Lohg Hope Mountain.

In the children's stories, Mary Jane is free to explore her own separation from her

mother, brother, and sister as she did in "Butterfly Cow." Her personal story can be

disguised in symbols and aninals from nature. These stories demonstrate her mastery of

mytholotical narrative and her understanding of the purpose of literature in healing and

instructing children.

Mary Jane wrote children's stories when she was in her fifties. She possessed a

family literary tradition and a master's level education in Appalachian Studies, a

discipline that explores the history, sociology; culture, literary and oral tradition of the

Appalachian people. She was able to combine these skills with her own oral tradition in

the children's stories, healing nanatives at work across generations. Her grandchildren

were her redemption as a mother (Woodard J. 2005) and the stories she created for them

in such innovative foms addressed their particular needs. Mary Jane acted as a spiritual

healer, using story as medicine:

In an ideal world, upsetting experiences are transfomed into stories that are

shared with others. This process helps us to understand the events and, at the sane

time alerts our ffiends to our emotional and psycholoctcal state. Such storytelling

ultimately helps us maintain a stal>le social and emotional life. In our less-than-

ideal existence, however, we often keep inportant personal expedences to

ourselves. Holding these secrets can be biolodcally taxing, can block the natural

work of coming to tens with the secrets, and can distance the secret keeper from
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ffiends and family. Translating personal upsetting experiences into language in a

story format, even when the story is written rather than spoken, may accomplish

for us what oral story telling must have accomplished for our ancestors --

inprovements in physical and mental health as well as the development of closer

social bonds." a'ennebaker 8)

The Red Baloon

Nearing the end of her life, Mary Jane wrote and illustrated the story of.``The Red

Balloon" in order to express and evaluate her own illness. The story bears the same title

as the 1956 film by Albelt Lanorisse, an experimental film about a young boy who is

beffiended by a red balloon. `"I ani lost in the dark woods', said the red balloon. I can't

find my way home." Mary Jane uses ``found" objects from the woods to build this

metaphor for her strugcte with addiction. The balloon leans to move rocks and bricks.

Quite a feat! The "balloon" has scary dreams about something `ftyery dark and

ffichtening" in the upstairs and "she was afraid to confront it. For a while, the balloon

and the dark thing live together in the house, but the red balloon is in charge" (2).

"God made balloons. He gave them the ultimate dft. He gave them love. The soul

of the balloon is love." How is Mary Jane able to transcend her ``dark side of self' and

embrace this perfect rift? "She got in so much trouble that she felt a great curtain of

darkness settle all around her. She thoucht the dark nicht [addiction] would last forever.

It did, indeed, last for years" (7). Mary Jane likened the phases of her life to the chanSng

seasons. Spring was her childhood, summer her motherhood, fall a time of contemplation

and spiritual harvest, and at last winter, and etemal sleep.
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The balloon floats out of the woods and away out to sea where the sky was dark

and she is alone ``in a tiny boat." Eventually the sun comes out and she takes the fom of

a crystal, a personality with seven sides like the crystal, absorbing and channeling licht.

The balloon caries bricks to construct a wall between her and the world and then tears it

down again. The story is filled with opposite inages ofjoy and sorrow. At times she has

full access to God and to his powerful love. Sometimes she exists solely in darkness

alone with her struggle. Her life is a constant awareness of both the licht and dark side of

God. Like the balloon she floats, circling the many faceted God and tries to keep from

being `foloun away."

Mary Jane passed into winter in September of 2000. She was just too tired and

too ill to go on any longer (Smith 2004). The red balloon is the oflthng she left for her

family. The balloon tells of her strngde, and of her times of peace and love, and it shares

her hope. "The soul of the balloon is love." Like the eleven-year old who wrote about

God's love, the mature Mary Jane remained steadfast in her belief that love ruled the

univuse.



CHAPTER SEVIN
Unraveling

The 1970s marked a pedod of exploration and freedom-seeking in Mary Jane's

life. h the 1980s, she submerged herself in the world of academies. Scholarship

moderated her addictions and broucht her into contact with nurturing academies. But her

academic journey was relatively short in the scheme of her life. By the 1990s, Mary

Jane' s health was declining and alcoholism was destroying her strength and

independence. Her periods of drunkemess were longer and they were stealing her

nomalcy. She no longer maintained her home base in the little cabin at Meat Camp that

her brother Jake CrLmp and his father Colden built. She was increasingly running into the

law, increasingly unable to work, and was frequently homeless.

Mary Jane buned the cabin in Meat Camp. She had lived there fifteen-years. Her

mother used to come and dive her hell. One day her mama pushed her too far. She

had a rigiv to that place because she inhchted it along with her mother. Ruby told

her she'd have to get out. She couldn't live there. Mary Jane lived her life doing

her own thing. Her older sister was upstanding living her life. She had a very

ambitious husband, had a business and worked hard. Fairly wealthy. Did not

tolerate her mother.

114
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Only Mary Jane .was vulnerable and would not call the police on her. Ruby came

one time too many and said get the hell out. Mary Jane snapped. ``If I can't live in

this cabin nobody will." She threw a match on the bed, carried her books outside

and watched it bum. @ou8lass 20P4)

The loss of the Meat Camp cabin was devastating. The fire triggered a long series

of moves and temporary living conditions that sent her all over town and up on Three

Top before it resulted in homelessness, but even then Mary Jane continued to work as a

women' s advocate. She addressed other homeless women:

Good Evening. My name is Mary Jane Brooks. I'm widowed, I'm fifty-

two years old, and I live at the Hospitality House. At this stage of my life I find

myself living in a homeless situation. I worked for twenty-four years until as a

result of deelining health, I couldn't work any longer. I have a mininal fixed

income but no savings. I left the situation I was in because of domestic violence

and so here I ant a homeless person.

A lot of stereotypes exist about homeless people. Much of the public sees

a homeless person as lazy, ignorant, drunks or drug addicts, shiftless and not

caring about much of anything except the next meal. I'm here this evening to tell

you anyone can become a homeless person. Three of the women at the house now

are there because of domestic violence situations. ("Letters" 3)

As ill as she was, Mary Jane continued her role as a social activist, tuning once

more to ASU and to the refuge of leaning. In 1999, she enrolled in the Masters program

in English. Her professors witnessed Mary Jane's premature aSng. Susan Keefe, a
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member of her thesis committee and of mine, recalled that Mary Jane visited Sanford

Hall preparing to venture back into education, and that she appeared dramatically

transfomed by her illness. Mary Jane had aged far beyond her years. During her last ten

years, between 1990 and 2000, her name appeared in the criminal record numerous times,

with chanSng addresses and a long list of alcohol related charges. She lived on

Perkinsville Drive in a trailer park, on Gloria Drive, on Three Top with her son Michael,

on the I+ong Hope and at Meat Camp, and lived in a trailer painted in rainbow colors and

declaring `twe're not in Kansas anymore" (Woodard 2000, Douglass 2004). She wound

up at Hospitality House in the months before her death. Her Granny Mary had died

recently, and with her went the true mother figure, support and love that Mary Jane relied

upon during her lifetime. Having lost both her mother and Mary; she was alone as she

had never been before.

The story of `The Red Balloon," Pastor Smith noted, as the story of God's

unconditional love was a "chtical piece of her life." For the last two years of her life she

was plagued with - you can call it illness or demons . . . She went to Brouchton several

times and a couple of times checked herself in" (Smith 2004). She shook uncontrollably

and could not read or write, her respite in the world, Smith observed.

I think realizing God's unconditional love she was not able to bear after a tine,

the burden of life without the hopefulness of her reading and writing. That was

such an escape or maybe even it wasn't an escape for her - maybe the alcohol was

an escape and the writing was her true self. (Smith 2004)
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Mary Jane came to Smith on the day preceding her death to thank him for

everything he had done for her. He entreated her not to ham herself. "I knew she was not

going to live and I sent people looking for her and she was not at the house. . . I was not at

all surprised that she was dead, because I knew personally that the denions had gotten the

best of her and that really she was not ffichtened the last nicht I saw her" (Smith  2004).

Mary Jane was much loved by Smith and by her ffiend Betty Burkett at the Grace

Lutheran Church. Smith explained why her story was so poignant. She was very honest

about `that brokenness and somehow reconciling those two sides of us. She is so much in

my heart because she represents kind of everybody but it's only that she is kind of

obvious because she lived in extremes" (Smith 2004). Help cane to her from the church,

from her grandchildren and her children. She may have been homeless and out of control

in her alcoholism and her illness, but she was not forsaken by her community.

Her fellow church members, her care providers, and her children and

grandchildren worried about her constantly. Mary Jane had the capacity to remake herself

many times over, but she had spent all her physical and mental capital. She was out of

control. Pastor Tim Smith's children rode the school bus with one of Mary Jane's

granddauchters, and she would send hin messages through the children. "Granny needs

help." Smith said Mary Jane took care of them and they took care of her (Smith 2004).

Help came to Mary Jane when she was out of control. Tim Smith and other

members of the Boone Police force ananged Mary Jane's trips to psychiatric hospitals.

All the issues that had driven her.over time seemed to be boiled down to getting her body

under control. The question of what was wrong with Mary Jane had never been answered.
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For Mary Jane's dauchter Caroline Woodard, who is now a keeper of the fani.Iy's oral

tradition, there are no satisfying explanations for her mother' s illness and traric death.

Woodard characteriz'es her mother as hard working. She was a drug addict who would get

on drugs but wouldn't stay on them. Toward the end of Mary Jane's life, Woodard spoke

with Mary Jane's mental health professionals. Mary Jane spent several periods of time in

Brouchton Psychiatric Hospital. She needed to go, according to Woodard (Woodard

2000). Thinldng back on her mother's behavior over the years, her manic housekeeping,

and her taking speed when she was stud)ing, Woodard noted that her mother was

intensely manic. "There was just no other explanation for it" (Woodard 2000). Mary Jane

had told her dauchter that after her children were born she used to sit up all nicht shining

shoes. Woodard recalled that while Mary Jane was in school she would use up a broom a

month swearing the house.

Woodard observed, as had Pastor Tin Smith, that during the last year of her life

Mary Jane was simply not herself. She was not drugSng at the time of her death; she was

taking Clormapin for a bipolar disorder. The phrase Woodard used was "something just

snapped.„

Woodard saw her mother often, and spoke with her daily. Over the years she said

she often acted as her mother's care taker, and does not understand why on the nicht of

her death that Mary Jane's boyffiend did not pick up the phone and give her a call. Mary

Jane had been drinking for about two weeks and had` been hospitalized earlier for severe

dehydration. She had been sober but hallucinating. "She told me about the flowers

singing to her. . .She said it's a real trip Caroline and I'm not on drugs." Woodard said
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that when her mother hallucinated that the flies looked like they had big mouths or she

believed that someone was actually moving her house she would call 911 repeatedly

Ovoodard 20oo).

To Woodard it was ironic that in Au.gust richt before her mother's death Mary

Jane seemed the happiest she had seen her. Mary Jane returned to school in the spring of

1 999 to complete four undergraduate and one graduate course in English, and was

enrolled for classes in the fall. She cane often to visit her granddaughters. For Mary Jane,

education was an escape, an opportunity to get away from her problems and reinvent

herself into the person she wanted to be, not the person she was afraid that she was. The

littlevoiceinsideherhead,theoneinatmusthavesaid`tyou'reworthless"becanesilent.

In the English program, Mary Jane was once again a person of merit.

That was the happiest I had seen her in years when she finally went back to

school - then whatever happened to her. She was never the same after that. She

didn't want to read anymore. She stopped watching Jeopardy. My mother's whole

life, if she was not consuming some kind of knowledge she was dissatisfied. The

only one [explanation] that ever made sense to me was a nurse said that she was

still dehydrated and dehydration could have caused brain damage (Woodard

2000).

For many years, Mary Jane's mental health care consisted of being picked up by

the Boone police and driven into jail or to a hospital. When she was out of control and

charges were made against her, the police often contacted her dauchter. Once they called

Woodard after they went to arrest Mary Jane in her rainbow trailer on RIdge Road and
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Mary Jane held them off with a gun. Woodard advised the police to let her bring in

Mary Jane after she had sobered up. She reported that she had been getting calls to pick

her mother up since she was sixteen years of age.

But the nicht that Mary Jane lay in the mud and the rain half clothed under a tarp

just outside Marshall Coffee's door where he kant a warn fire inside, no call cane in. By

moming, Mary Jane was dead from exposure and an extremely hick alcohol level.

Although it was only late September, the nicht tLrmed rainy and temperatures dipped into

the thirties. Her last entry into the public record was the autopsy report citing the cause of

her death as hypothermia. Smith's observation that Mary Jane was a `bassive suicide"

was not commented on by local law enforcement. The autopsy photographs and the

photos taken at Coffee' s home testified to the desperate living circumstances which

contributed to her death. The building was little more than a shack. Woodard said there

are unanswered questions about the events leading up to her mother's death. Main Jane

took her place on the violent, wind blown branches of her family tree where murder

victims and suicides ripened and fell. Caroline Woodard described the nicht of Mary

Jane. s death:

Marshall told me that she went for pills, but she didn't need pills other than what

the doctors had her on. She stayed out David's [son David Woodard] for a little

while. He couldn't handle her so he took her to the Hospitality House. That's

when she got that red car because I was living in Mountain City. Then she started

doing a bunch of volunteer work. She got that apartment right at the top of the

mountain. That's where she was when she got sick. Then she moved back to
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Three Top and her and Marshall started back dating. He cane back while she

was still at Hospitality House. When she was going to school {and when she was

at Hospitality House} she didn't see him. Wouldn't sleep with hin no more. She

was going to church and school. He cane over there and started staving all the

time and they'd left to go to his house the nicht she died. That's where she was at,

up behind Lunbarger's Mill. Marshall goes by Marshall Coffee. But he told me

he was a Crump. Somewhere they messed up. That's where she was when she

died. She died outside beside her car. The medical exaniner said he was going to

turn the papers over to the law. Beeause Marshall had her keys in his pocket when

I got there that moming and mama had got in the back seat of her car. I'm thirty-

three- years-old and I've never seen my mama barefooted in the house. She micht

get up to get a cup of coffee but she usually put on her little house slippers. And

she was barefooted and didn't have her shirt on. . .  I don't know what she was

doing outside like that because she still had that amy coat that she wore all the

tine for school. She didn't have her coat on. So at 12:00, somewhere between

12:00 and 2:00, I don't know what I think happened. It [drug levels in her blood]

was all at therapeutic levels. None of it was elevated. Not even the Adavan. . . her

alcohol levels were real high. I asked Marshall but he told everybody she eat a

bunch of pills. That he's see her. I asked him. There'd been two or three different

stories told. I asked him what the bedspread and tar paper were doing outside. He

said he covered Mama up with that. So if mom passed out, why didn't he bring

her in the house? But that was 12:00. She was already passed out and he should
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have called. AIL he had to do was pick up the phone because I've hunted her all

my life since I was sixteen. (Woodard 2000)

Detective Cook, investigator at the scene, said there was insufficient evidence to

bring charges against Coffee who wds also intoxicated. Coffee did not intervene to save

Mary Jane's life by bringing her inside the shack that nicht. She died near his door, and

only a short distance from another residence.

Mary Jane died on September 26, 2000, and services were held two days later at

Grace Lutheran Church where Mary Jane and her granddauchters were members of the

congregation. Friend, counselor, and pastor, Tim Smith bore the duty of Mary Jane's

passage, a passage he knew was both eminent and inevitable. The funeral was attended

by a diverse group including Mary Jane's family, academic comrades, ffiends from the

Hospitality House, and many others. Pat Beaver helped to arrange the service and provide

a marker for her grave. Beaver read from `Tanarack Tales" to an audience that was

largely unaware Mary Jane was ever a whter. Her granddauchter, Brandi Page, wrote a

poem in her drandmother's memory noting that Mary Jane was the "grandma everyone

should have had." Consistently, individuals who knew Mary Jane talked about her

compassion for other people and the outpouring of love that emanated from her. Even her

children, who suffered incredible upheaval during their childhood, spoke lovingly of their

mother. Mary Jane's ashes were scattered on the Long Hope. Her son Jake said, ``She's

where she wanted to be, on the mountain" (Woodard, Jacob. 2005).

Her friend and mentor, Beaver sent the memo that announced Mary Jane's death

including a brief biography.
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Mary Jane completed her BA here at Appalachian, and was in the first cohort to

complete the MA in Appalachian Studies, writing a thesis entitled Changes in

Traditional Amalachian Familv Patterns Broucht About bv Socioeconomic

Change  (1983) which integrated ethnography and narrative. She was active in the

Council on Appalachian Women and the American Cancer Society, and wrote

ppoetry, fiction, and essay, much of which focused on her life growing up in

Watauga County. ("In Raply' and "Irocal Color" published in Mountain Review.

"Ihe Song Giver," ``Ihe Great Bargain Giver,".`Tirst Car in Pottertown,"

`Mountaln Medicine," "Easy Money, " published in Forever Alive; and `Trailers :

The Owners" in Southern Exposure.1



CHAPTER EIGHT
Poetic License: My Memory of Mary Jane

January, 1982

It's cold on the mountain. The moon bears down on the parking lot and glances

off the chips of mica that wind up in the pavement around here. the gravel is granite and

it lends a dear steely gray to the pavement. The surface looks brittle and unforgiving like

the sharp metal edges of the sleeping cars. The moon reflects in the chrome around the

headlichts, the door handles, and the windshields. "The moon was a drip on a dark hood /

`N they were drivin' around `n around / Vital Willie tol' Weapin' Milly / I'm gonna'

bootlarize you baby." The lyrics to Captain Beeflieart keep playing in my head. The licht

details the feathery ice crystals on the windows. There are only a few cars remaining in

the desolate lot where I am standing just outside a country bar Somewhere off the

parkway. I'm not sure where I an, or if I could find my way back, even if I had Mary

Jane's keys so I go back inside before my breath freezes.

Obviously, I don't have good sense because when I look around me I don't see a

world of promise. I anl in a bar at 1 :00 in the moming without a ride home. When Mary

Jane is around its OK to drink a beer and a shot and think about having the kind of

romantic adventure she finds so readily when we are out. I'm .getting cold feet now, so I

124
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pop a dime in the phone, and call a ffiend to bum a ride. Mary Jane is loose on the nicht.

She doesn't have a steady that I know of. She's between mariages. This guy she is

leaving with can't hold a candle to the last one she picked up at C|yde's.

Clyde's is a bar in Blowing Rock where we read poetry on Wednesday night.

Drinks are free to the poets. It's January. You can't properly heat a place in the hick

country with this many windows. It's good the wine is free because I am not doing all

that well in tips these days. Mary Jane makes steady at the Waffle Express serving

breakfast, but I wind up as usual at what appears to be a more sophisticated joint serving

tourists and skiers. It's on its way out. Before we left her home, we searched our pockets

and counted up quarters for gas and food. Mary Jane is wearing her knee length sweater

and black shin and jeans. Me, I have layered on every piece of wool I own. The clothes

on my back came from a wealthy fanily of stripminers back in Kentucky where my

mother works as a full time housekeeper. Over the tailored wool sweater and A-line skirt,

I am wearing a full length leather coat that I lucked out on at the thrift store.

In Mary Jane's pocket there is a napkin with the day's poem inked across it. We

write on anything, the guest ticket books that ride home in our pockets, or white napkins.

Each poem is a vessel that contains us, like the soul jars that protect the sick person from

ham. Each one is both talisman and medicine. Each one is proof of our art and our

existence. Poetry is part of the identity we wear out in the open. We share so much in

common including finilies marked by alcoholism, a great love of music and narrative, a

dear lack of true self-confidence due to society's  belief that mountain people are lazy

and socially infdior, and an unshakeable sense of fulure, both as women and as
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unpublished writers. We cover our sense of insecurity with bravado. Aft is out refuge, a

salve for shame.

We come in and get our drinks and walt to see who will brave the bitter wind to

come and read. And just as we are ready to go on, just as the last of the meek winter light

fndes, a biker comes in dragSng a plume of cold air with him. He pulls off the helmet

and shakes out his halr revealing his angular face and blue eyed blondness. Hair straigiv

and fine as com silk, he is excessively tall, his tallness accentuated by the sleek black

leather biker gear. He is broad shouldered, narrow waist and hips. He looks cold. He has

come down from the icy breath of Grandfather Mountain carp)ting a small ivory

chapbook in his back pocket.

The wind presses against the class. We sip wine and take our turns reading. We

see no disparity in the trail we follow from class room to classy watering hole to

windowless dive on the `wlong side of the tracks." We see no conflict in our desire for

independence while we long to be possessed by strangers. We can be as intent as whores

or reflective as school givls. We read the Paris Review and dime store novels. The

inportant thing is whatever you mean to do, come out innocent and clean.

The stranger's poetry is compelling and he knows how to read it.

Some women like you

Are of other worlds, fleet and fine,

Rare, like the moon

For an instant throuch clouds.

@Owdle 7)
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Mary Jane has a dint in her eye. After Mary Jane and I read she presses the car keys

into my hand on her way out and she whispers, see you tomorrow in class. If I were

stranded maybe the problem would take the sting out of the wind as the door closes

behind them. She's brought nothing but an old, worn wool coat and no scarf to cover her

fa:eor8lovesforherhands.Iwatchhergetonthatbikewithamanmaybefifteenyears

younger, escorting hin out under the noses of the interested exquisite college givls in

their snug jeans, smelling of expensive musk. Mary Jane's hair comes out of a bottle.

Red, it hangs down her shoulders in long layers. Her face is lined by hard living, but she

accentuates it with mascara and lipstick. She looks much older than her age. I wonder if

she will freeze as they straddle the bike, rev it up and pull out of the parking lot, her hair

flying out behind her.   .

A blast of cold air lingers in the room. I try to warn my hands as I hold the small

chapbook he has sold me for two dollars. I know that in my hands I possess made. Was

Mary Jane ever even here? Was the stranger who took her away real or did he Create

hinself out of some kind of fantasy world? I open the wafer thin book and begin to read.

During that year I ant trying on identities of my own, separated from my husband

who I have known since I was eighteen years old. I an twenty-nine. I dress dranatically.

I am slicht in weight and always cold. The wind can.pass throuch almost any gament,

• anything but my long leather coat with the fur collar.

Mary Jane takes her freedom in large measure. Thouch I do not know this at the

time for the Mary Jane I see is not drunk, not unkind, her involvement with outlaw men is

consistent and her involvement with drugs is extensive. She is awaiting trial for her role
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in a robbery which I understand she attributed to just being in the wrong place at the

wrong time. From small offedngs of her story I heard in her little cabin in Meat Camp, I

construct a short story about the day after the robbery when she wakes up in jail coming

down from shooting up MDA. I put everyone in the story, her children, her brother Jake,

and her Granny May.

Her daughter Caroline is fourteen and living with an older man in a little one

room cabin just below Mary Jane's. Her sons are teenagers who have been involved in

drugs and alcohol from their early teens acerce 2004). On the surface, the tidy little

household with woodstove and bookshelves is a lot less calm, I later am to lean. The

inage of that nicht in Blowing Rock, the fierce cold clarity of the climate near the

summit of the parkway comes to bear whenever I think of Mary Jane. Her granddauchter,

Brandy Page, said she shivers even on wan days thinking of how Mary Jane died. The

image of her exposed body lying on the cold, wet ground is haunting. I remember a

dream Mary Jane once told me, a foretelling of her own death.

She and her son Michael are riding his motorcycle along a winding nanow

mountain ridge. The nicht is very clear and cold and the sky is full of stars. The view

below is an expansive distance, stars overhead and lights sparkling in the distant valley

below. Then suddenly Michael turns the bike deliberately toward the edge. She feels no

fear as they soar out into the stars.
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